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ABSTRACT
AN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
FOR
THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT OF BILKENT UNIVERSITY
By
Turan TURANLI
Supervisor; Assist. Prof. Erdal EREL 
May, 1991, 59 Pages
ABC Classification enables management to establish an 
effective inventory management system. The Economic Order 
Quantity (EOQ) model minimizes the costs associated with 
ordering items and holding stocks. This study applies the ABC 
method and the EOQ model to examine the inventory profile of 
Bilkent University so that it will aid management in lowering 
inventory costs and controlling stocks more effectively.
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Stock Keeping Unit, Distribution By Value.
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Yüksek Lisans Tezi, İşletme Enstitüsü 
Tez Yöneticisi: Assist. Prof. Erdal EREL
Mayıs 1991, 59 Sayfa
ABC Envanter sınıflandırması yönetime etkin bir stok kontrol 
sistemi kurma imkanı tanır. Bu sistemde, Ekonomik Sipariş 
Miktarı (ESM) modeli, stokların teminindeki ve saklanmasındaki 
maliyetleri en aza indirger. Bu çalışma, ABC metodunu ve ESM 
modelini Bilkent üniversitesi’nin envanter profilini 
incelemekte kullanarak, yönetimin stok maliyetlerini 
azaltmasına ve stokları daha etkin kontrol etmesine yardımcı 
olacaktır.
Anahtar Kelimeler': Stok Kontrol, ABC Envanter Sınıflandırması, 
Stok Birimi, Değer Dağılımı, Ekonomik Sipariş Miktarı.
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'riie Purchasing Department oT Bilkent University concerned with 
inventoi'y managiiincnt. is facing (he problems of high inventory 
costs and inefficient service for orders placed by the various 
depar(ment.s cd' the university.
The Pur’chasing Deijiir* tmen t is often unable to meet the 
raaju i r'emcfiit s of the other- de])cir tmen ts because of its inability 
to predict demand therciby causing shortages of certain items to 
occur. This gives rise to complaints from the other departments 
in the university
in order to prevent tliese complaints, tlie department invests 
moi(‘ money and keejjs larg(*r i n ven (.or i es Ilian actually needed, 
'flu' dc‘partaneni, ¿ilso points out, that by doing so, it takes 
acccjunl (;f Uie inflationary trends in the country. Therefor*e, 
it believes that investing more for inventory is profitable. In 
fact, this may not b(* 1 he* case siru:e it. is not, obvious that 
prices of items in inventory will increase more than the 
inflation rate, and also because Bilkent University is not a 
pi-of i t-making organization.
Financial management in the university knows that if more money 
is invested in inventory, then less funds will be available for 
other investments. Therefore, its aim is to strive for lower 
i riven tory 1 ('ve 1 s.
The requirements for less inventory costs, on the one hand, and 
the ability of ju-oviding an order immediately, on the other
1
hand, poses the problem of finding an optimum point between
U k 'scí t wo objt*stives.
An cx¿im i nat. i on of the features of inventories shows that
- I terns held in inventory can differ in cost, weight, volume, 
color or physical shape.
- Demand for items can occur in many ways, items may be 
witdidrawn from inventory by the thousands, by the dozen, or 
unit by unit.
I terns can be substitutes or complements with each other.
_ Goods also arrive for inventory by a variety of modes and in 
(jiiantities that are different from the way they will be 
eventually demanded,
Decision making in inventory management is therefore basically 
a problem of coping with large numbers of items and with a 
diversity of factors external and intenial to the organization.
1.2 PURPOSE OF THE THESIS
The purpose of this thesis is to apply the ABC inventory 
classification as a basis for designing an individual item 
decision model, order point, and order quantity systems, which 
will minimize inventory costs in the Purchasing Department in 
order to help and solve its difficulties in managing the great 
numbers of inventory items.
The total number of items is approximately 400 and the only 
control system is the annual physical counting of the items, 
(hirrently, the IHirchasing Department purchases goods four times
a yecir and determines order quantities of purchased goods on 
judgemental basis, depending on their past experiences. This is 
a time consuming task, and makes it impossible to minimize 
i nventory costs.
This study will (*nal)lfi management to use ¿inalytical techniques 
in solving some of the problems encountered, liowever, it is not 
a (.auiii) 1 id (? so In Id on becciuse of the following recisons:
Kii'st, this is Llie first stage of imijlementirig an inventory 
managcancMit systaMU. Siicond, a major* gap exists between the 
theoretical solutions and the real world problems. Therefore, 
tli('i*e will always be room foi* pe r*sona 1 i zed , tes ted-in-prac t i ce
a[)i)i*oaches 11.) fill I Ik* gai)s in tlieoi*y (1).
(.’urr'cn 11 y , a continuous ('ontrol system for* the inventor*y is 
being develo[)ed as a separate software which will make up-to- 
date inventor’y data available in the university. This will 
(uiable management to use this study more effectively.
1.3 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
This thesis consists of two main parts; theory and application. 
Tlie second chapter is an overview of the theory and considers 
tdie inventory concept and functions of inventory. Then, the 
objectives of inventory management from the perspective of 
different level of managei*s, and factors influencing the 
decision systems are explained. The third chapter describes the 
AlU’ classification as a basis for designing individual item 
decision models, and controlling each class of items. At the 
end of the chapter, we tr*y to find answers to the questions of
3
”li()W many and when to order”.
The fourth chapter is concerned with the practical applications 
of the (heoiy in the Purchasing Department of Bilkent 
University. Tlu." piocedure for data collection followed by the 
c I ass i I'i cal i on is given, tlien, order quantities and reorder 
points are determined and the results are evaluated.
In the last, cdiajilcr, i nq)! i cat ions of the results are described
and some recommendations for improvement of the system are 
given.
2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
2.1. THE INVENTORY CONCEPT
The slock of goods on hand at a given time is called inventory. 
Coods arc slocked for shori.-term before being converted into 
sales or into use. Since inventories are produced, used or 
distribut(‘d by (‘ver'y organization, the control of inventory is 
a common problem to all organizations in any sector. Not only 
profit-making organizations but also nonprofit and social 
institutions have inventory problems. Inventories are common to 
farms, maim fad urers, hosp i tais, retailers, prisons, 
universities, wholesalers, zoos, national states, and local 
governments (2).
A review of Turkish industry balance sheets reveals that, on 
average, ‘10-50 percent of total assets and 80-90 percent of 
woi'king cai^ital of a typical company are invested in 
inventories. For many firms, inventory costs are approximately 
as large as before-tax opcM-ating profits. On an aggregate 
national basis, the total investment in inventory represents a 
sizable iiortion of the gross national product. Thus, we see 
that even a small percentage reduction in costs will be 
transformed into a huge ¿ibsolute savings, when viewed from a 
micr*o oi‘ maci-o perspective (1).
2.2 f^UNCTlONS OF INVENTORY
Inventory is necessary for organizations because supply and 
demand may not be eciual in a given time period. For several 
reasons, supply and demand differ so that they provide and 
require stock resi)ec t i ve ly. These reasons are caused by four
functional factors of inventory -time, discontinuity,
uncertainty, and economy.
The time factor involves the time period between production and 
delivery of goods to the final consumer. Since no consumer 
waits for sucli a long time, inventory -as a working stock- 
must be held to satisfy the consumer immediately or within a 
resonable time.
The discontinuity factor is especially valid for firms 
experiencing seasonal patterns in demand. These firms often 
build up inventories- as an anticipated stock- during off 
season periods so that stocks would be available during certain 
time periods of high requirements.
The uncertainty factor comes from an unexpected increase in 
demand and/or delayed deliveries. In this case a safety stock 
is held to reduce the risk of shortages. The safety stock 
inventory level is a function of the anticipated forecast error 
and the number of stock-outs that can be tolerated by the 
management.
The economy factor permits the organization to take advantage 
of cost reducing alternatives. Some of these alternetives are 
quantity discounts, price breaks, and purchasing goods at time 
of price increase expectations.
In order to utilize these functions of inventories efficiently 
and effectively, managers need decision and control systems. 
This study deals with the utilization of these systems as a
niancigenK-iiil tool.
2.3 OBJECTIVES OF INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Tlio ol)j(‘ci VOS (>r inveiitory management are to have the 
appropriate amounts of raw materials, supplies, and finished 
goods in the right place, at the right time, and at low cost.
In each organization, managers at different levels tend to give 
different degree of importance to each of these objectives. 
Tlierefore, one might say tliat managing inventory means managing 
conf1ict.
Middle to senior management, in general, prefer higher buffer 
stocks to cover mistakes and inefficiencies in their 
operations that they have not been able to remove. Their 
promotion and reward depend on smooth operation (1).
Production management prefers higher inventories to increase 
efficiency of plant operation. Because efficient plant 
operation can be maintained if production levels are seldom 
changed, no overtime is incurred and macliines are run for long 
periods once they are set up on a particular product. However, 
this results in large inventories and poor customer service 
(3).
A purchasing manager is more inleresLed in volume discounts, 
price fluctuations, and ordering costs, and consequently he 
prefers ordering in large quantities at infrequent intervals 
wliich causes high level of stocks and high inventory costs.
Marketing/sales management prefer higher inventories to provide 
bet.ter customer service, higher order fill rates, full product 
lines, more new products, and more flexibility. On the other 
linnd, financial/accounting management prefer a lower 
inventory, and the aims of the management are reducing capital 
requirements, demonstrating liigher return on investment of 
stocks, reducing carrying costs, diverting money used in 
inventory into other investments, and having control on 
managers using inventory buffers inefficiently. When the 
management says "We must tighten our belts!" due to difficult 
time faced by the corporation, they start tightening from 
lowering inventory investment (1).
To come to a conclusion, we can say that there are two main 
objectives of inventory control. One is to maximize the level 
of customer service, and the otlier is to minimize the cost of 
providing the high level of customer service. Since high level 
of customer service leads to high costs, and low costs are 
usually accompanied by low levels of customer service, these 
two objectives are generally in conflict with each other.
Therefore, in meeting these objectives, the major problem of 
tlie decision maker is to achieve a balance in stocking 
decisions, avoiding overstocking as well as understocking. The 
two fundamental stocking decisions that relate to tlie size and 
timing of orders are examined in section 2 and 3 of chapter 3.
2.4 REQUIREMENTS FOR EFFECTIVE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Management must have information about the factors influencing
stocking decisions (how many to order and when to order) to 
balance the two main objectives of inventory control. This 
information should include the following:
1. A system to keep track of the inventory on hand and on 
order,
2. A reliable forecast of demand,
3. Knowledge of lead times,
4. Reasonable estimates of inventory holding costs, ordering 
costs, and shortage costs,
5. A classification system for inventory items.
Inventory accounting systems cun be periodic or continuous. 
Under a periodic system, a physical count of items in inventory 
is made at periodic intervals in order to decide how many items 
of each type to order. A continuous inventory system (also 
known as a perpetual system) keeps track of removal from 
inventory on a continuous basis, so the system can provide 
information on the current level of inventory for each item.
Demand, another factor influencing the decisions, is units 
taken from inventory in a time period. To be effective in 
making tlie decision, it is essential to have a reliable 
estimate of the amount and timing of demand requirements. 
Historical records or sales forecast may be used to do that. 
TIk: anticipated demand must allow for fluctuations and must be 
frequently modified. Fluctuations in demand is the most 
important factor that reduces effectiveness of the decision 
system.
Tlie third factor, lead time, is the length of time between the 
decision to replenish an item and its actual addition to stock. 
Lead time can be divided into two components.
1. Administrative time (order preparation time) : the time
tliat elapses from the moment at which it is decided to place 
the order until it is actually transmitted from the stocking 
point to the supplier,
2. Tinu! fii,)m transmission of the order until it is iivailable
on the shelf: it constitutes the primary variable component,
its duration materially depends on the supplier’s stock 
position (1).
2.4.1 INVENTORY COSTS
One of the objectives of inventory management is the 
minimization of costs. Inventory costs are associated with the 
operation of an inventory system and result from action or lack 
of action on the part of management in establishing the system. 
These are the basic economic parameters to any inventory 
decision model, and the more relevant ones to most systems are 
listed as follows.
1. The Unit Variable cost,
2. The Cost of Carrying I terns in Inventory (Holding Cost),
3. The Ordering or Setup Cost,
4. The Sl-ockout Cost.
The Unit Variable Cost: For a nonproducer, it is simply the 
price (including freight and V.A.T.) paid to the supplier. The 
unit value is important because the total cost invested in
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iiivciilüi'y 1И‘Г yo¿ir and Llie cosí of holding an item in 
inventory clearly depend on the unit variable cost.
lliLldiilE' Costs relate to physically holding items in storage. 
Tlu^y incorptH'ate sucli items as taxes, insurance, spoilage, 
i)ilferage, deterioration of stock, obsolescence, and the 
<‘Xp(Mis(‘s incurred in running a warehouse. Holding costs ¿ilso 
include opportunity cost.
By far the largest portion of the carrying cliarge is made up of 
th(‘ op|)ortunity cost. This cost is associated with having funds 
tied up in inventory that could be earned on the next most 
atti-active opj)(jrtun i ty. Such a marginal cost concept is 
difficult to implement in practice. Also, theoretically 
speaking, the next most attractive investment opportunity, 
namely, holding cost can change from day to day. In practice, 
such f luclajal ions arc» difficult to administer; instead, the 
cost of capital is set at some level by decree and is changed 
only if there is a major change in a company’s environment (1).
In practice, typical annual holding costs often range from 20 
to 40% of tlie value of an item under no inflation. Thus, to 
hold a TL 100 item for one year could cost from TL 20 to TL 40 
(2 and 4).
The Oriieririg or Setup Ci}sl: This cost ic a fixed cost
associated with ordering and receiving inventory. It is 
regardless of order size. For a nonproducer it is called an 
ordering cost and includes such items as making requisitions, 
Tiialyzing vendors, writing purchase orders, receiving and
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inspecting miiterials, following up orders, and doing the 
paijorwork necessary to complete the transaction. Tlie setup cost 
comprises tlie cost of changing over the production process to 
produce the ordered item. It usually includes preparing 
eciuipment for the job by adjusting the machine, installing new 
fixtures, scliedii 1 i ng the work, and (juality acceptance.
5J <Jidu)ut Cost occurs when demand exceeds the supply of 
inventory on hand. Th<; stockout cost can be caused by an 
external shortage or an internal shortage. An external shortage 
occurs when a customer’s order is not fulfilled; whereas, an 
internal shortage oc(;ui's wlieii an order of a group or department 
witliin the organization is not fulfilled. External shortages 
can include the opportunity cost of not making a sale, loss of 
customer goodwill, and lateness charges. Internal shortages can 
incur lost production (idle men and machines) and a delay in a 
completion date.
For one thing, only those costs which depend on stock level 
should be considered in any analysis. For example, lighting, 
lieating, and security services expenses for a warehouse should 
be ignored if they do not change with stock level.
Explicit Measurement of the Costs: It often comes as a surprise 
to technically trained individuals that cost accountants and 
managers cannot always determine exactly the costs of some of 
I h(‘ vnrial)lcH tluiy si)ecify in llieir model (1).
Cost measurement is in practice a problem because it is not 
possible and often is not economical to trace all costs 
(variable or fixed) to each and every item.
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 MAKING ABC CLASSIFICATION
For Llie problem defined in Section 1.1 of Chapter 1, a three 
ste|) solnl,ion is suggested. These steps are as follows:
1. Making ABC classification,
2. l)e t(irni i n i ng the amount of tlie item to request on any 
particular order.
3. Deciding when to order an item.
It is obvious tliat each specific unit of stock should receive a 
different level of managerial attention according to its 
importance. We will use the annual usage value (Dv), which is 
the annual usage (D; demand) times the unit value (v; price), 
in order to give some degree of importance to each and every 
item (s.k.u.; stock keeping unit). And we will make categories 
of items called A, B, and C according to their importance.
The following steps show how the classification is made:
1. The demand (D) and price (v) for each s.k.u are obtained,
2. The annual-usage-value (Dv) for each item is calculated by 
multiplying tlie cpiantity demanded in a year (D), by the unit 
price (v) of the item,
3. All items are arranged in the order of decreasing annual- 
usage-value ,
1. These values are converted into cumulative annual usage 
plus cumulative percentage of total annual usage,
5. The list of values is roughly divided into three groups:
A items with high-value of Dv; B items with medium-value of 
Dv; and C items with low-value of Dv.
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We CcUi use ¿i graph to make that division. In this graph, y-axis 
shows "the cumulative percentage of total annual usage", and x- 
axis shows "the ¡)ercentage of total number of s.k.u.". The 
division is made at two points of the curve where the slope 
changes significantly. Since there are no strict rules, the 
division is determined on judgemental basis, supported with 
exper ience.
A Class items are usually 5 to 10 percent of total number of 
s.k.u. but account more than 50 percent of the total annual 
usage of the items. A class items should receive the most 
personalized attention from management.
Class B items ai'e of secondary importance in relation to Class 
A items. Usually more than 50 percent of the stock, accounting 
f(M· most of l.he rtuiiaining 50 pei-cent of the annual TL usage is 
designated for class B items.
Class C items are the relatively numerous remaining items that 
make up only a minor part of total TL investment.
Tliere are two general suggestions given by tlie ABC 
classi ficat ion:
1. Have plenty of the low value items; these must be 
availal)le wlien netaled,.
2. Use the control effort saved to reduce the inventory of 
high value itiuiis.
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Maiuigemenl should give the most ’personalized” attention to 
(his gt'ouij of items because of the potential high pciyoff 
warrants, in such cases, mathematical models are not enough for 
replenishment. dec:isions bul. they ¿lid the manager. Normally
l.hese models cannol i ncoriiorat e all the important factors, 
'riierefoi’c, l.he manager must modify suggested action by the 
model through the subjective incorporation of any important 
i'actor omitted in the model. The art of management becomes 
important ill tiiis type of ac.d. ivity (1).
3.1.1 CONTROL OF CLASS A ITEMS
Idle following guidelines art* suggested to deal with Class A 
i terns (3 ) :
1. Degree of Control: Exert Lhe tightest possible control, 
including most complete, accurate records, regular and careful 
ri'view by s(M)ior managtaiient. Replenish the i t.ems frequently to 
eliminate the stock-outs. Negotiate with suppliers to reduce 
lead tiiiK'.
2. Inventory Records: Class A items require the most
ac( iirat (.*, comiilete and detailed r'ecords with freciuent even 
real-time updating. The use of a manual system for these 
|)urposes is more attractive tlian a computer due to the 
relaliv(ily small number of A items. And tight control of 
transaction documents, scrapp losses, receipts, and issues is 
essent. i al .
3. Priority: High priority should be given to A items in all 
activities to reduce lead time and inventory.
1. Ordering Procedures: II is necessary to provide careful, 
acc:ui7it(‘ det.(irminal. ion of order (plant i ties and order points lor 
A itcims. Manual check of computer data is advisable, along with
15
frequent review to i*educe inverilory.
5. Estimate Demand: Management should try to have knowledge 
of intentions of important customers and predict demand of 
a certain tiiiK*. (For (example a secretary can guess the time 
w Ikmi r-il)l)on cart.ridge of lier' pr*intei· will become useless ¿uid 
she will iK.'ed anotluer cartridge. Inventory management must 
utilize this information). This allows management not to carry 
pr(.)t ec: t i on ( safet y ) st.ock.
3.1.2 CONTROL OF CLASS B ITEMS
For B items most decisions would be made by routine 
(computerized or manual) rules after order points and order 
quantities are determined according to holding cost, demand, 
unit price, ordering cost, and lead time for each item. It is 
advisable to management to review order points and order 
(juaii t i 1 i (‘s (iuart(*rly or when major changes occur.
if the inveuitory system is computerized, the number of items 
classified as class B in an inventory should be increased to 
take the advanlagc's of the? computer facility because costs of 
clerical labor and the i)otential costs of human error are 
continuously i iK.-rcuis i ng while cost of data processing is 
cons tan 11y dec reas i ng.
Wluui th(*r(‘ ar’(‘ no comput(‘r facilitic‘s, the fraction of s.k.u. 
classified as B items should be reduced, and the fraction of C 
items Ik‘ increased to t.ake ¿idvantage of the lower costs of less 
paperwork and clerical handling (5).
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For C i Lems Llie simplest, possible controls, such as periodic 
review with a relatively long interval, should be used to keep 
control costs (juil.e low.
In most cases, there is no need for recording each
t.ransaction. However, for demand estimation and order control 
purposes, a record of tlie dates of placenient, and receipts 
of replenishment orders can be kept (1).
The C items do not re<iuire order quantity and order point 
calculations. 1 year’s supply can be ordered while there is 
plenty of stock on hand.
When one item needs reordering, several others from the same 
supplier should be included in the order to reduce 
replenishment costs.
3.2 DETERMINING ORDER QUANTITY
The two fundamental questions posed to any inventory system are 
how many and when to order. The answers depend on the nature of 
demand and the pariimeters defining the system. We assume that 
demand is known and continuous. Therefore, tlie same number of 
units (how many) is iilways ordered, and the time between 
orders (when) is not expected to vary. Thus, the size of the 
order (Q) and the time of order become defining parameters of 
the system (2).
3.2.1 ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY MODEL
In determining tlie appropriate order quantity of an item, we
3.1.3 CONTROL OF CLASS C ITEMS
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use Llie Economic Order QuanLiLy (EUy) model. Tlie criLerioii used 
in this mode] is minimization of total costs which are truly 
affected by the choice of order qucintity. These costs are 
annual order* ing costs and annual holding costs of an item.
Th(‘ optimum order quantity reflects a trade-off between holding 
costs and oi-dering costs:
As order size clianges, one of the costs increases while the 
otlier one decreases. For example, if order size is relatively 
large, the average inventory will be high and this will result 
in high holding costs. However, a large order size will make 
order intervals infrequent, and that will reduce ordering 
costs. Conversely, this is true as well.
Therefore, the ideal solution will typically be an order size 
that lies somewhere between those two extremes. The exact 
amount to order will depend on the relative importance of 
holding and ordering costs.
Before d(‘r*ivation of EOQ model, let us stipulate the 
assumi)tions, since considerable discussion will be directed to 
this model (1).
1. The demand rate is constant and deterministic.
2. The order quantity need not to be an integral number of 
units, and there? are no minimum or miiximum restrictions on its 
size.
3. There are no budget restrictions.
4. The unit variable cost does not depend on the order 
quantity; in particular, there are no discounts in either the
18
unit purchase cost or the unit transportation cost.
5. The cost factors do not change appreciably with time; in 
particular, inflation is at low level.
6. The item is treated entirely independently of other 
items; that is, benefits from joint review or order do not 
exist or are simply ignored.
7. No shortages are allowed.
8. Tlie entire order quantity is delivered at the same time.
The assumption of low level of inflation will be relaxed in the 
next section.








: Carrying charge. The cost of having one lira of 
the item tied up in inventory for one year. 
Expected, continuous inflation rate 
Current unit price 
Order quantity 
Average inventory
H=rv Holding cost of an item for one year 
Annual demand 
Ordering cost
Using these symbols, the total annual holding cost and annual 
ordering cost are as follows:
Annual holding cost = (Q/2)rv 
Annual ordering cost = (D/Q)S
Tlic total ¿uinual cost associated with carrying and ordering 
inventory when Q units are ordered each time is:
Annual Annual




Following figure reveals that the total cost curve is U-shaped 
and that it reaches its minimum at the quantity where holding 
and ordering costs are equal. The minimum point can be found by 
differentiating TC witli respect to Q, setting the result equal 
to zero, and solving for Q. Thus,
Q’ = (2DS/rv)''l/2
Q’ = Economic Order Quantity.
3.2.2. EOQ MODEL UNDER INFLATION
One of tlie assumptions in the derivations of the EOQ was that 
the inflation rate was at a negligiable level, llovewer, the 
country has been confronted with fluctuating inflation rates 
that liave been far from negligiable. There are several options 
available in terms of modeling the effects of inflation on 
costs. We resrict our attention to the case wliere the following 
additional assumptions are stipulated.
1. All unit prices increase continuously at the inflation 
rate.
Carrying charge!, r, is expectiicl to bo at least equal to or 
larger than the inflation rate, since r includes opportunity 
cost which is related to the inflation rate and the expenses of 
holding the item in stock (6).
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By Lciking into cons idiration this point our next assumption is 
til at:
2. The cai'rying charge is larger than the inflation rate
An (‘xact analysis in the jiresence of inflation would be 
extrcimely conii) 1 i c'ated. The rccison is that costs varying with 
time, in principle, should lead to the order quantity changing 
with time. At any point in time our primary concern is with 
choosing the value of only the vary next order quantity. To 
obtain a (a-actable analytic result, we assume that
3. All future order quantities will be of the same size as 
the current order quantity.
Because costs are changing with time, we cannot compare costs 
over a typical year. Instead, we resort to a common tool of 
investment analysis, namely, the use of the present value (PV) 
of the stream of future costs.
Supi)()se that, the continuous discount rate is denoted by r which 
turns to be equivalent mathematically the discount rate, that 
is, a cost of F at time t has a present value of Fe'^-rt. Note 
that: e is the constant 2.71829,... Thus if S and v are the cost 
factors at time zero, then their values at time t are Se^it and 
ve"it, respectively. With a demand rate of D and order size of 
Q received at time 0, the present value of the stream of costs 
is given l)y (1)
PV(Q) = S + Qv -f (S+Qv)(e^iQ/D)(e'"-rQ/D)
+ (S+Qv)(e''2iQ/D)(e"-2rQ/D)
For a minimum, by setting dPV(Q)/dQ = 0, E.A. Silver and R. 
Peterson obtained the following result:
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Q ’= (2DS/(rv-iv) )n/2
In (rv-iv) part of the formula, iv shows the holding revenue 
resulting from the inflation by keeping tlie item on hand, and 
rv shows tlie nominal holding cost. The difference is the real 
holding loss, wliich is equal to the holding cost in absence of 
inflation, sinct' tlie holding revemui is zero under no 
inflation.
And, the minimum total cost is:
TCm = (Q’/2)rv + (D/Q’)S
The important consequence of the total cost curve is that the 
curve is relatively flat near the EOl^ . This implies that 
relatively small fluctuations and/or errors in data collection 
do not significantly change the EOQ.
3.3 DECIDING WHEN TO ORDER
EUO iy the answer to the question of "how many to ordei'" but 
this model does not address the question of "when to order". 
This question is related with reorder-point models, which 
identify tlie reorder point (ROP) in terms of a quantity: The
stock level is reviewed continuously, and whenever the 
inventory position reaches a predetermined quantity, reorder 
point occurs. At this point, the remaining stocks generally 
include expected demand during lead time and safety stock 
which laulnces the risk of probable stock-out during lead time.
There are four factors influencing the reorder point quantity:
1. Rate of demand,
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1, L c in g U i  o T  l( í¿ ı(.l L im e ,
3. VcU'icibi 1 i Ly of demand and lead time,
4. Degree of sl.ock-oul risk acceptable to management.
In determining t tie reorder point, we will use the simplest 
case, wliich considers constant demand and constant lead time 
dii(‘ to assumptions we iiave already made. In order to use other 
models, which employ variable demand rate and/or- variable lead 
time, it is necessгir·y to know the avei-age daily demand , lead 
time and their standard deviations. Since we have not been 
able to find out tlris i n foi-ma t ioir in the university, we will 
use tlie simplest model in this study.
'riius, in this modt'l, the ROD is eMpicil to the product of usage 
per day and lead time; no safety stock is needed.
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4. AN APPLICATION : THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
This sludy aims to apply an inventory classification and 
decision system in the Purchasing Department of Bilkent 
Universi ty.
4.1 CURRENT SITUATION IN THE DEPARTMENT
IMirchases made by the department can be divided into two 
groups:
The first group consists of irregular purchases of items which 
are only purcliased if a demand occurs for them in the 
university. (e.g. a photocopy machine). Since they are not 
available in stocks, this study does not include this group of 
items. The second group of items, which are needed more 
frequently, are purchased for stocking purposes every three 
months. The items stocked consist of five types of goods. These 
are stationery, cleansing, installation, electricity, and 
carpentery. Each type of items needs to be ordered from 
different suppliers, in other words, suppliers have also the 
siimo five types. In the time of stocking, the department 
receives offers from suppliers for each type of item. Then, a 
committee in the university chooses the best offer to purchase 
and stock.
4.2 DATA COLLECTION
The data consists of annual demand and unit value (V.A.T. 
included) for each s.k.u.. The data was collected for all five 
type of items purchased by the department for stocking 
purposes.
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Т1іс‘ l.ul,tLl. number оГ i Lems is 105 ¿uid llie ¿iiinual ainounl paid Гог 
such a large number of items is arround TL 416 million.
For all groui)s of items, excluding stationery, the annual 
d(.*mand rates were obtiiined from (die 1989 records. To determine 
the annual demand raLe for' stationery, since no records were 
available, W(* (люк i n (x) cons i d(M'a ( i on the 1988 ¿uul the 1989 
ending'· inventory I'ecords, in addition to the 1989 stationery 
invoices. By sub(.racting the 1989 ending inventory from the 
1988 ending inventory, and adding the total purchases shown in 
the 1989 inv(jices we obl-ained the demand for st¿ıtionery.
For unit values, we used the prices paid for the last purchase 
of the i (л!ііі in 1989.
4.3 THE CLASSIFICATION
In Table 1, the data, namely each s.k.u. in the inventory, 
annual demand, and unit value were listed in columns 1, 2, and 
3 r(.'si)ect.ively. To nmke the classification, Columns 4, 5, and 6 
were ob(,aim‘d by following the steps explained in Section 1 of 
Chapter 3.
The distribution-by-value graph, which helps us in dividing the 
inventory into classes (A, B, and C), was constructed by 
[ilacing the values in Column 6 on y-axis, and Column 7 on x- 
axis (Figure 1).
Since there are no specific rules on how to make that division 
we relied on the Purchasing Department and the existing 
examples in the literature to help us in devising the following
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cl ass i r i c a l ,  ion:
TİK' first. 3f) of the lOT) items W(*r‘e identified as class A, the 
next 262 i tcMiis as class B, and the last 108 items as cl¿ıss C.
4.4 EOQ AND ROP
In calculating the EOQ and ROP values, three other values 
should be known in addiUon to the demand rate. These are 
holding cost, ordering cost, and lead time. As we already 
explained, holding and ordering costs are very difficult to 
determine. Since holding costs, in practice, range from 20% to 
40% of the value of an item under no inflation, and the 
financial management felt that it is relatively high for the 
university, we thought 90% would be an acceptable amount with 
the assumption that the inflation rate was 60%.
For the ordering cost, we consulted the Purchasing Department 
whose fcim i 1 i ¿iri ty and experience with the nature of the 
ordering process made it clear that setting an order cost for 
each item is difficult because of the coiitinuously changing 
features of the process. Although order costs, associated with 
paperwork, telephone calls, freight, etc, fluctuate with time 
of order, place of supplier, nature of item, and conditions of 
delivery, the effects of these fluctuations on order costs are 
negligible. However, a large percentage of order cost results 
from labor cost which is almost tlie same for all ordering 
processes, therefore, we thought TL 18500 is an acceptable 
amount for the cost of an order process.
The last value, lead time, was considerably easier to
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deter‘mine. Altliough Lliis Lime varies with the supplier, 15 days 
can be accepted with confidence.
4.5 RESULTS
'fable 1 shows the classification results of all classified 








35 8.64% 245,046,824 58.92%
262 64.69% 166,702,195 40.08%
108 26.67% 4,141,551 1.00%
In Figure 1, Class A constitutes the part of the curve where 
the slope is high because such a small group of the stock, i.e. 
8.61% accounts for 58.92% of total annual usage of items. In 
the curve, the slope is very close to zero for Class C items. 
Class B items constitute the reiiuiining p£irt of the curve. Since 
the University is going to use a computerized system we kept 
the number of Class B items considerably large (64.69% of the 
total number of items), and consequently the number of Class C 
ilcms low. Therefore, Class (· accounts only for 1% of total 
investment.
Economic order quantities and reorder points obtained in this 
study are shown in Table 2. As it can be seen in Column 13 of 
tlu* table, the maximum number of orders in a year is 12. This 
tells us tliat, tire purchasing process for the item should be
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made 12 limes a year Lo minimize inventory costs for that item. 
Currently, the department is doing it 4 times a year. This 
item, namely, Kablo Bir Gift Telefon is included in the 
electricity group and we assume tliat all items in tliis group 
can be ordered from the same supplier at the same time. (This 
assumj)l i(Ml is also valid for other types of items, namely, 
stationery, installation, cleansing, and carpentery.) 
Therefori·, we can also include tlie other electricity items with 
number of orders in a year less than 12 in that single order, 
since this does not effeiit the order cost. In addition, making 
purchases of the other electricity items more frequently will 
certainly reduce the average inventory quantities and 
consequently the total holding costs of the electricity items.
The next number in Column 13 for a stationery item is 11.84 
which can also be accepted as 12 so in addition to the 
electricity items, all stationery items should also be ordered 
monthly from the stationery supplier.
In Column 13, the largest number for installation, cleansing 
and carpentery are 9.36, 8,37 and 7, therefore, purchases for 
this group of items should be made in every 40, 43, and 52 days 
respectively t.o reduce the total holding costs.
Order ciuantities in Column 11 should be revalued, since making 
purchases mor-e frequently reduces the order quantities. These 
new values are shown in Column 14.
However, making purchases more frequently will probably reduce
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(lUMiil ily (iiscouiils Llioiigh we hiive made the assumption ol* no 




This study intended to help the Purchasing Department of 
Bilkent University in dealing with inventory problems. These 
problems are basically control of items and high costs of 
investment on stocks.
Tlie results revealed that practising the same level of control 
effort on all items was not feasible, therefore, to reduce 
control effort and to make it more effective the classification 
of items can be used as a guide for management. The results 
also showed that 8.64 percent of all items accounted for 58.92 
percent of total value, while 26.67 percent of items accounted 
for only 1 percent of total value. This situation should 
convince management to implement appropriate control systems as 
explained in chapter 3.
The EOQ model reveals that stocking purchases should be made 
more frequently instead of making them 4 times a year. Since 
this will reduce tie inventory costs at least 5-6 percent (TL 
25 mi’lion), financial management is expected to support this 
result. However, the Purchasing Department will undoubtedly 
reject this because its work will increase to a level where, it 
believes, new labor force will be needed.
The results mentioned above, on the one hand, and the gaps 
between tlieoretical solutions and real world problems, on the 
other hand, allow room for personalized, tested-in-practice 
approaches to fill the gaps in theory. For example, the EOQ 
model does not give a solution for the items having an annual
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demand less Lliari the number ol‘ orders in a year for Llie iLem. 
Since the number of the items to purchase in a single order 
can not be between zero and one, The Purchasing Department may 
order the total number of items in a single order. Also, for 
sucli items management must take into account a minimum 
allowable order ciuantity specified by the supplier.
Despite our assumption that demand rate is constant, in fact it 
is not because of the nature of universities. Since demand for 
most items decreases in summer months, the system should be 
modified to take into consideration the demand rate.
Tfie data used in tliis study can be updated, and this system can 
be technically combined with the new perpetual inventory system 
of the university. Thus, if a change occurs in one of the 
variables, new classes and new order quantities can be 
automatically determined by the combined system. For example, 
financial management may set opportunity cost at a new level 
wlien major changes occur in the environment of the university. 
In this case, the combined system can utilize this information. 
If oi)portunity cost increases, then, order intervals are 
expected lo be moi’e freciuent.
In conclusion, the classification study, allocation of 
appropriate control effort among classes, and monthly orders 
will ccrl.ainly improve the current situation of the university. 
Planning the future will be possible with an up-to-date 
inventory data available at any time, and investment decisions 
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25 32000 880000 349419161 84 .02 i 25 .19 i
20 39500 869000 350288161 84 .23 i 25 .43 i
921 860 861135 361149296 84 .43 i 25 .68 i
12 65000 858000 35200/296 84 .64 i 25 ,93 i
101 /500 833250 352840546 84 .84 i 26 ,1 / İ
800 900 /92000 353632546 85 .03 i 26 .42 i
80 9000 /92000 354424646 85 .22 i 26 .6 / İ
10 /1500 /86500 355211046 8 5 . 4 l i 2 6 . 9 l i
34 21000 /85400 355996446 85 .60 i 2 / . 16i
12 58500 //2200 356/68646 8 5 . / 8 i 2 / . 4 l i
100 6950 /64500 36/533146 8 5 .9 / i 2 / . 65 i
216 3160 /48440 358281586 86 .15 i 2 / . 90 i
/ 94000 /23800 369005386 86 .32 i 28 ,15 i
1650 390 /0/850 359/13236 86 .49 i 28 .40 i
/0 9150 /04650 36041//86 86 .66 i 28.64 i
255 1 250 /01526 361119311 86 .83 i 28 .89 i
525 1200 693000 361812311 8 / . 00 i 29 ,14 i
53 11//3 686366 3624986// 8 / . 16i 29 .38 i
115 5400 683100 363181/// 8 / . 33i 29.63 i
346 1/50 666060 36384/82/ 8 / . 49 i 29 .88 i
11000 55 665500 36451332/ 8 / . 65 i 30 .12 i
2 300000 660000 3651/332/ 8 / . 81 i 3 0 .3 / i
95 6000 62/000 36580032/ 8 / . 96 i 30.62 i
5 114000 62/000 36642/32/ 8 8 . 1 l i 30 .86 i
450 1240 613800 36/04112/ 88 .25 i 31.11 i
5 110000 605000 36/64612/ 88 .40 i 31.36 i
623 850 582505 368228632 88 .54 i 31,60 i
1/0 3100 5/9/00 368808332 88 .68 i 31 .85 i
249 2100 5/6190 369383522 88 .82 i 32.10 i
1300 I 400 1 5/2D00 369955522 | 88 .96 i 32 ,35 i
300 1 1/00 1 561000 3/0516522 1 89 .09 i 32 .59 İİ
43 1 11/00 1 553410 3/1069932 1 89 .22 İ İ 32 .84 İ İ
64 I ?//û 1 54/008 3/1616940 1 89 .36 İ İ 33 .09 İİ
/ 1 /1000 1 546/00 1 3/2163640 1 89 .49 İ İ 33 .33 İ İ
3) 1 16000 1 546600 1 3/2/09240 1 89 .62 İ İ 33 .58 İ İ
11000 1 45 1 544500 1 3/3253/40 1 8 9 . / 5 İ İ 33 .83 İİ
149 ; 3300 1 5408/0 1 3/3/94610 1 89 .88 İ İ 3 4 .0 / İ l
980 1 500 1 
3 5
539000 1 3/4333610 1 9 0 .0 İ İ İ 34 .32 İ İ
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;i4/ |«A6lO 2.41.G ÎIR
; i4B İA.AGII »İJÎÜSIJ HtlEf.SAN
,'142 !S!L!»ö.ti >,AG
; i50  ‘ p.ABLO 2,*1.5 ANIIGRGN
1151 :SÜ SAAİl
; i62  :.AN.A.H№ .ANÎIGOR
; i53 ;OOSyA IHZA yARTONy iE R l I
|154 !tLE.»ÎROÎ
: i55  ;ASHA A l L i r  AOPfiUSU
; i55  :Kl E!4ENS SIRA
; i5?  ISAIH.A.SÎRA AljHLiJ 4>J
; i5B IBISOR 25 .AHPER
; i59  :C IV I  CAIAL
;if.i) : b.a m  izole
; i 5 !  ,'İE I./2
'152 ; s if o n  5E 50
; i53  ;su BARO.AGI
; i54  ; bijai .a n i ig r o n
: i55  ;PRIZ TELEFON
'165 ;PECEIE SOLO BErAZ 50 ,AOI
115/ İVANA r
; i5 8  IZ.ARF verg i  İADE
; i59  l A l L l I  .ASNA
: i ? 0  lîERHOSTAT ALT L IH I Î
: i / I  'V.ANA r  1./4
: i / 2  !C IV I  BETON
; ı n  : m l i t  posta aotosu
:BIS0N 5 ANPER 
: CETVEL HA.T.AS 30 CH 50 CH 
¡A.ABLO 0./5 
IflLOr.NOT NETERSAN A4
: i ? 8  ; f a p i  rolü .avn.a s i
: i / 9  IC.ANSIL 20 AOT
1180 :WLEH RURSON 0.5 AOEL
,'181 'SOaET TAPIN
; i82  ,'V.ANA r  1/2
; i83  İSIGORTA 20 ANPER fl lCAPLI
1184 ; te 3./4
1185 INIPEL 1./2
1185 İP.AV.ALiE ŞEFFAF GECNE'I 
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! ! 6 : 2/50 ; 531300 ; 3/4854910 1 90 . I4A I 34.5/»;
i l  1 15500 ; 528550 1 3/5393450 ; 90.25Aİ 34.81»;
5 0 0 : 800 ' 528000 : 3/5921450 ; 90.39Aİ 35.05»;
110 ' 4300 1 520300 ! 3/5441/50 ! 90.5IA: 35.31»;
2484 ; 190 : 519155 ,' 3/5950915 ; 90.54Aİ 35.55»;
4 / 1 : 1000 1 518100 : 3//4/9015 ; 90./6t| 35.80»;
8 i 55000 484000 1 3//953015 : 90.88Aİ 35.05»;
643 1 580 480954 3/8443980 : 9 I .00A İ 35.30»;
250 ; 1550 453/50 3/889//30 ; 9 1 .m | 35.54»;
12 ! 34000 448800 3/9345530 : 9 I . 2 U İ 35./9»;
508 ! 5/0 448095 3/9/94525 : 91.32.Aİ 3/.04»;
1 0 : 40000 440000 380234525 9I .43A İ 3/ .28»;
1 1 4 : *500 438900 3805/3525 : 91.53Aİ 3/.53»;
4 0 : 9900 435500 38 I I09 I25  ,' 9 I .54A İ 3 / . /8» ;
15 24500 432950 381542085 ' 91./4»! 38.02»;
. '00 ; 1950 429000 3819/1085 ; 9 I .84Aİ 38.2/»;
5 4 5 : /00 419550 J82390/55 : 91.96Aİ 38.52»;
35 .' 10500 415800 382805535 ; 92.05»; 38 ./ /» ;
500 ! /50 412500 383219035 1 92.14»; 39.01»;
554 ! 550 3955/0 383514/05 : 92.24»; 39.25»;
4 3 2 : 819 389189 384003895 | 92.33»; 39.51»;
111 ' 3100 3/8510 384382405 ! 92.42»; 39./5»;
T : 49000 3//300 384/59/05 ,' 92.51»; 40.00»;
4 2 5 ; 800 3/4880 385134585 ' 92.50»; 40.25»;
154 1 2192 3/1325 385505910 1 92.59»; 40.49»;
1 8 1 : 1855 3/1322 3358//231 1 92./8»; 40./4»;
1 8 0 : 1/83 353100 385230331 1 92.8/»; 40.99»;
2 0 : 15800 34/500 3855//931 1 92.95»; 41.23»;
/ 0 0 0 : 45 345500 385924431 | 93.04»; 41.48»;
50 ' 5100 335500 38/251031 : 93.12»; 41./3»;
31 i 9800 334180 38/595211 ; 93.20»; 41.98»;
9 : 33500 331550 38/925851 | 93.28»; 42.22»;
1000 ; 300 330000 388255851 ' 93.35»; 42.4/»;
5 8 : 5150 3285/0 388585431 | 93.43»; 42./2»;
415 : /00 320320 388905/51 ; 93.51»; 42.95»;
1 0 0 : 2900 319000 389224/51 1 93.59»; 43.21»;
1298 : 220 314115 38953885/ | 93.55»; 43.45»;
1 5 0 ; 1900 ; 313500 38985235/ ' 93./4»; 43./0»;
1 1 4 : 2500 ! 315500 : 39015585/ ! 93.81»; 43.95»;
1 8 0 : 1 5 /5 : 311850 1 3904 // / I /  : 93.89»; 44.20»;
/ 0 0 : 4 0 0 : 308000 : 390/85/1/ ! 93.95»; 44.44»:
232 : 1200 ' 305240 : 39109195/ 1 94.04»; 44.59»;
5 ; 45000 : 303500 1 39139555/ ; 94.11»; 44.94»;
5 0 : 5 5 00 : 302500 1 39159805/ : 94.18»; 45.19»;
5 9 ; 4500 ,' 292050 1 39199010/ ; 94.25»; 45.43»;
255 ; 1000 : 291500 ; 39228150/ ! 94.32»; 45.58»;
120 2 2 0 0 ; 290400 ; 3925/200/ 1 94.39»; 45.93»;
i l i : / 0 0 ; 290290 ! 39285229/ | 94.45»; 45.1/»;
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;i84 WIHPAEA
1190 İSEİÎIÎ DAATILÖ 14/B
: i 9 i  ; f A P i s î i i ! i a  p e l i g o h  i no
; i i2 ;i<AZAN lEPNOHEIPESI 
|!93 >.0PIJIA!!A 6EZI 
|194 ,'SIGORÎA APLİf:
'195 'PRİZ ANfASIRA RAPARLI lOPRARLI
|195 IROLE ZAHANi 191 ;pvC lOOiZGO
'198 IGÎRENIO BEiAZ
: i99 ICAHASÎR SOrö 12 Aûî I ROII
1200 IFACANS
1201 li IGORTA 125 AMPER B ICAM!
1202 'S İLG İ RALEH FIRCA lI RüTıJ
;20i ;fagii karbon peliîan siyin
1204 İSIGORİA 150 AMPER B IC A u l
1205 İSIGORÎA 50 AMPER BICAl.LI 
¡205 ¡ZARF SARI 32 A 42
¡20/ ¡BISON 53 AMPER 
¡203 ¡MAKAS 
¡209 ¡ambalaj BANÎI 
¡210 ¡aABlö 2A2.5 ANIIGRÖN 
¡211 ¡PvC 50»50 CAIAL 
¡212 ¡BISON 15 AMPER 
¡213 ¡ÇİMENTO NORMAL 
¡214 ¡VANA f.uRESEL 3/4 
¡215 ¡e l d iv e n
¡215 ¡k i l i t  i4C KAPISI KOLU
¡21/ ¡ANAHTAR L l l
¡218 ¡SİGORTA 53 AMPER BIÇAKLI
¡219 ¡ÜZAIMA
¡220 ¡SELOBA.NI 12/55
¡221 ¡s i l g i  İARÎA.
¡222 ¡OüSER .KAPAK HAK.ASI 
¡223 ¡OIJV BRONZ 
¡224 ¡BISON 25 .AMPER KAPAĞI 
¡226 ¡NIPEL 2"
¡225 ¡SALH.ASIRA B.ASLASI 
¡22/ ¡KABLO 4/2.5 VERAl I I  
¡228 ¡A ÎA t  NO 1,2,3 ,4 
¡229 ¡FIS lElEFON 
¡230 ¡K.API SURGüSU 
¡231 ¡ IS IT IC I  ELEMAN 
¡232 ¡BISON 20 .AMPER 
¡233 ¡.AMPUL S IH I I  FLORESAN 
¡234 ¡KABLO 3/2,5 I IR  
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9 4 .  /3Ü  
94 .80ü  
94.86ü' 
94.93.Ü 
94 .99ü  
95 .05ü  
9 5 . I I Ü  
95.18ü' 
95 .24ü  
95 .30ü  
95 .35ü  
95 .42ü  
95 .48ü  
95 .54ü  
95 .50ü  
95 .55ü
95 .  / U İ  
95 ./ /Ü  
95.83*¡ 
96 .89ü  
95 .94ü  
95 .00ü  
95 .05ü  
9 5 . 1 l ü  
9 5 . I 5 Ü  
95 .22ü  
95 .2 /Ü  
95 .32ü  
95.38ü' 
95 .43ü  
95 .48ü  
95 .63ü  
95 .58ü  
95 .53ü  
95 .58ü  
95 . /3Ü  
9 5 . /8Ü 
95 .82ü  
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4 / . 55ü





































5 / . 04ü
9 / . 0 IÜ  5 / . 28ü
9 / . 0 5 ü  
9 / . 09ü  
9 / . I 4 Ü
5 / . 53ü  
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f. ; ?!ί·00 1S1500 ¡ 40415?410 ¡ 0? . ! ÍA ¡ 58,27»¡
l í  ! m l?5395 ¡ 404343Í05 ¡ 9?,22á ¡ 58,52»:
; MOO 112250 1 404515055 ¡ 9?.2?R¡ 58.??»:
joo : l? !500 ¡ 4046B/555 ¡ o ? . m ¡ 59.01»!
2r, yi'f) 1OS85 ¡ 404B5B551 ¡ 9?.35R¡ 59.25»:
4? : :m 50 l?0??5 ¡ 405029325 ¡ 9 / .39 í¡ 59.51»:
 ^ : 35^00 1I02B0 ¡ 405199506 ¡ 97.43A¡ 59 ,?5»;
.^1 : :Ó00 !5i350 ¡ 405 1R^4Ari ' 9 / .4 ? l ¡ 50.00»:
Л 0  ; /00 15I?00 ¡ 405534Ó5Ó ΐ 9 7 .5 ü ¡ 50.25»:
lOó ; l i íO 15090S I 4055B5554 ¡ 9/.55R; 60.49»:
30 : m 150050 ¡ 405S45514 ¡ 9?,5BR¡ 50.74»:
10/ , 1330 I5SB95 ¡ 405004509 ¡ 9?.52t¡ 50.99»!
10 : 1 4400 153400 ¡ 405162000 ¡ 9 I.55Rİ 51.23»:
; Й 8 I5B055 ¡ 405320055 ¡ 9?.?0t¡ 61.48»:
n, 1 15?í00 ! 4064?B265 ¡ 9 I ,7 4 Í ¡ 51.73»;
jh ; Ó500 15?300 ¡ 405535555 ¡ 9 ? . í 7 í ¡ 51.98»;
Λ ; 1/500 154000 ¡ 405?B9555 ¡ 9? .b u : 62.22»;
30 ; /000 154000 ¡ 405943555 ¡ 9?,B5i¡ 52.47»:
0 ; 1/000 149500 ¡ 40?003I55 ¡ 9 I .BS t¡ 62.72»:
10 ; lióOO 14S500 ¡ 40?24!555 ¡ 9?.92 i¡ 52,95»:
\i ; /400 14BIC4 ¡ 4O?3S0?59 ¡ 97.95A! 53.21»:
11 ! 11500 l i l i  ir,|1 ' ’ · · · · '  1 40/530120 ¡ 9? .90 i¡ R3.4ñ»:
00 : 1335 133330 1 40?5/0040 ¡ 9S,02i¡ (.1.70»:
5 : 35000 lJ/500 ' 40?BO?540 ¡ 0? .06 i¡ 53.05»:
3 ! 1)500 133Ó50 ! 40?0411i30 ¡ 9B.00R¡ 54.20»:
101 . :300 133330 ' 40B0?45l0 ¡ 0 Í . 1 2 Ü 54.44»:
11 ' 5:00 133100 ; 40?'20?510 ¡ 96,!5R¡ 64,50»:
150 : ^00 133000 1 4OS3j 95I0 ¡ 3B.ISA¡ 54.94»:
íO 1 1500 133000 1 4ÛB4İ1510 ¡ 0B.22R¡ 55.19»:
30 ! 4100 130'vO 1 40B5024Û0 ¡ 0B.25R' 55.43»:
40 : 3350 ' 13İ800 ; 40B?32209 ¡ 08.2SA! 56.58»:
i 1 jijOOO 1 135400 : 40?í5?503 ¡ 08 .3U1 55.93»:
40 ; 3800 : 1,ΐ·> ).1ιΊ ‘ 40S9S0B09 ¡ 0B.34U' 56,17»:
n ; •1000 1 IISBOO ¡ 409099509 ¡ 0 B . m ¡ 55.42»:
'■1 ' 1 455 1 115235 ¡ 4O0214B45 ¡ 9B.39t¡ 55,57»:
^3 ; 1500 1 IIOBSO ¡ 400i25?25 i 98,42»: 66.01»;
^0 ! .'000 110000 ¡ 4O0435?25 ¡ 0B,45»¡ 67,16»:
100 ; 10001 110000 ¡ 400545?25 ¡ 9B,4?i| 57.41»:
Ö2 i 1300 : 10B240 ¡ 400553955 ¡ 0S.50»| 57,55»;
30 : 4800 ; 105500 ¡ 400?59655 ¡ OS.53»; 57,00»:
4i ; 3135 : 105 IBS ¡ 400B54?52 ¡ 98,55»; 68.15»:
Î5Ö ; 3/0 ! 103950 ¡ 40995Bİ02 ¡ OB.58»; 58.40»;
10 : 03/5 I 103125 ¡ 4100ÎIB2? ¡ 08.50»: 58.54»:
!ó ; 5S0Ö i 102050 ¡ 410 l? i90? ¡ 08.53»: 58.80»:
Ö : 11500 ¡ 101200 ¡ 4I02?510/ ¡ 08.65»; 59,14»:
30 ! 3000 ¡ 99000 ¡ 4103/410? ¡ 08,6?»: 50.38»:
110 ; ?00 ¡ 95S0Ö ¡ 41047090? : 98.70»: 60.63»!
)5 ' 3500 ¡ 05250 1 41055/I57 ¡ 98,?2»¡ 50.88»:
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1232 ЧД РГ  í i j í y  ΐ [ « 1 !
!'219 ЧАВІО 4*4 (Εί/ALİI 
:24o :a uİ
:24l !0ElGI í(4»í »IASI OELÍí
;242 ; la/abg
,'243 ISÍGOÍilA 40 AMPEP В К Ь і  (
,'24Д ;0 í»S !L  S U IE !  20 CC
¡24? i P U  «Аі.ЕВ
¡240 ¡ZÍHBi BAKINASI ElONA !0
¡241 !*04lIAf US 25 IHPEP
¡24B ¡«Al EH OEü 0,5 hB AOEl FASE.«
¡249 ¡EBKEÍ 24 AOI
¡250 ¡SIGORiA 25 ABPER ROERE
¡251 ¡SIGORIA SO .ABPER 8 U A .U I
¡252 ¡U.h4 RüRESEl ! 2
¡253 ¡lOZ ВАЗдЕ
¡254 ¡!E 2
'255 ¡PAROR rose !,*2 
¡255 ‘PvE 10*2000 
¡25? ¡RiJÍU 20 i.'IFÍ IE l EEOR 
¡25? ¡AN.AHIíR ARAPiJAR 
¡259 ¡SU2GEC íER 
¡250 ¡RLEPE г  
¡25! ¡B.AfiSOH W2 
¡252 ¡PRI2 IPAfAZE 
¡25 i ¡BLOrNOI BEIERSA.R 4?
¡254 ¡rDRI.APA 1/2
¡255 ¡IR.ANSISÍOR ZU  K U
¡255 ¡BOSl Or rose RAOfAlOR !/2
¡25? ¡IRAPO 24 В
¡25S ¡rAZAIi EIRE.ASI
¡259 ¡8П0В ZU
¡2?0 ¡B IPE i 3/4
¡2?! ¡H.4NS0N i/4
¡2?2 ¡DOR P U O Í LABBA
¡2?3 ¡ZIBB.A ÎELI EÍOBA !0 LOR
¡2/4 ¡ R l l i l  rARSILIG!
!2?5 ¡RALEB OEO 0.5 HB (ROii/.i 
¡2?5 ¡ZU
¡2?? ¡SUG ! PEl I r.AN as 30
¡2?S ¡ÍE  Г' 1/4
¡2?9 ¡RArOR DOZ R.ABrAIOR j.U
¡2B0 ¡AGAC IO IrAl
¡2B! ¡REZERíOAR CERBE ROLO
¡2B2 ¡BISOR 53 ABPER rARAGI
'2B3 ¡OOí ВАНСЕ APl íR
38
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;284 ;fAG VIIKA liO
1285 ,'PPIZ SÍVA IJSIÜ IOPPAM.Í
,'288 ISALÎER PAEO 3Att
:2 8 /  ;ОУВЕ1 8 ВО
'288 ,'ιΆΡίίΙΙ BOSLUGÜ
,'288 i'OrOHiî İ2 «A ll v
!290 ! s i l g i  î 'Al EH F IR î A L I  !2 l U
¡281 if.ORBA rAfıGIB ihBAR
1282 ; « ı j l y  10 ( I F I  I E l EFOB
1281 ;PRI2 ANÎIGROfı IOPRAaLÎ
,'284 ,'SAUER ROROFAİE
!285 ;A0RTa?A i / 4
¡2i!' !FIS BORRAL
i 28/  U IH B A  Í E L !  S ı^ECEG I
( l a s s  C
‘ 288 İAA8LO РАВУСУ
,'288 ISIGORIA A L İ L I a B K A m I i I P
|jOû İİA.RF SARI 20 ·' 15
!;01 |AA6lO 8a 2.5 (ERAl I I
; j 02 ' aAPI Z IR İ I f i l
l'tOj Iv'ARA »'ARGİR
;j04 ,'«EIEN
! ) 0 5  ; M B lö  4 Ly Ryy
: jo5 :hasor genis aARÎON
130? ; b i j l a s i î  î E l Î
;зо8 :m  a n a a s i r a
;308 lANAHlAR ANaASIRA УАУУЕВ 
'310 ;РУ1 SONGERI 
: з п  ,'OüS fELEPCESI 
1312 İRAKOR »ONlA |/2 
;313 'BOLASIR SONGERI 
:3 !4  ' h ENENS P A H I
;315 'SALIER PAw 3a,25 
|3I5 lALASOR DAR AARION
; з и  İ raror s a r i  i "
1318 ,'RASLO 5 L I  N'Vî 
;3!8 IHANSON 2'
:з2о ira.a.or k o n i» i
|32l ‘ ISIANPA
1322 İRONİ ROL R.Al ENI
1323 IRLEHENS D
1324 ¡SIFON PISüAR
1325 |IE Г' 1/2
1326 ¡NIPEL 1"
132/ IRLEHENS TELEFON 
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1 Оу
1 2 43000 1 94600 1 410661 /6 /  1
1 210 400 1 82400 1 4 1 0 /5415 /  1
14 5900 1 80860 1 41084501/  1
1 8060 !0 88660 1 4108336 / /  1
1 10 8000 1 88000 1 4110216 / /  1
: 10 / /0 0 1 84 /00 1 4111063 / /  1
1 /0 1100 84/00 1 4111910 / /  1
' i 15260 1 83830 1 4112 /500 /  1
1 8 9380 1 82544 1 41135/551 1
1 12/ 580 1 81026 1 4114385 / /  1
1 I/ 4250 1 / 8 4 /5 ; 411618052 1
1 4/ 1500 1 / /5 50 1 411595602 1
1 8/ 810 1 / / 6 1 / 1 4116 /3119  1
40 1/25 1 /5900 1 411/49019  1
1 86 1 800 /5680 411824699 1
1 8 1 /500 /4250 411898848 1
1000 i 6/ / 3 /0 0 4119 /2649  1
150 1 445 /3425 4120460/4  1
8 ; 8 300 / 3040 412119114 1
1 1 64000 /0400 412189514 ¡
10 1 6300 68300 412258814 1
285 1 205 66523 41232533/  1
50 i 1200 66000 41239133/  1
600 1 100 66000 41 246 /33 /  1
2/8 1 215 65984 412523320 1
34 1 1/40 660/6 412588396 1
40 1 1400 61600 412649996 1
3/ 1 1500 61050 412/11046  1
6 1 8000 59400 412 / /0446  1
214 1 250 58850 412829296 1
38 1 1400 58520 41288/816  1
/ 1 /500 5 / / 5 0 412945566 1
50 1 1050 5 / / 5 0 413003316 1
9 1 5800 5/420 413060 /36  1
2.(5 1 220 568/0 41311/606  1
11 1 4680 56628 4131 /4234  1
8 1 5/00 56430 413230664 1
35 1 1450 65826 413286489 1
35 1 1410 54285 4133 40 / /4  1
35 1 1400 53900 4133946/4  1
/ 1 /000 53900 4134485/4  1
4 1 12200 53680 413502254 1
25 1 1950 53625 4135558/9  1
31 1 1565 1 5336/ 413609246 1
36 1 1345 1 53262 413662508 1
0 I / I
CONULAIIVE 'CUNOLAIIVE | 
\ of Io la l|\  of l o ı a l  | 
Dv İ B o f s . k . u . l
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İNO S. L ıj. DEHANO ¡ V.ALÜE ¡ Ov ¡ Oí : Ov ¡1 of s . k . u , !
130 ¡ 3/0 ¡ 52910 ¡ 413/15418 ¡ 99.48K1 81.23»!
3 ¡ 15/50 ¡ 519/5 ¡ 413/6/393 ¡ 99.49Aİ 81.48»!
100 ¡ 4/0 ¡ 51/00 ¡ 413819093 ¡ 99,5011 81 . /3»!
200 i 234 ¡ 51480 ¡ 4138/05/3 ¡ 9 9 .5 U İ 81.98»!
422 ¡ 110 ¡ 51062 ¡ 413921635 ¡ 99.53KI 82.22»!
4 11500 50600 ¡ 4139/2235 99.54Kİ 82.4/»!
6 /500 49500 414021/35 99.66Kİ 8 2 . /2»!
50 900 49500 4140/1235 99.56Kİ 82.96»!
44 1000 48400 414119635 99,5/Kl 83.21»!
50 865 4/5/5 41416/210 99.59Aİ 83,46»!
28/ 150 4/365 414214665 99.60K' 8 3 , /0»!
50 850 48/50 414261315 9 9 .6 U İ 83,95»!
18 2360 46/28 414308043 99.6211İ 84,20»!
1 42000 48200 414354243 99.63Kİ 84,44»!
40 1020 44880 414399123 99.64Kİ 84.69»!
9 4500 44550 4144436/3 99.65K1 84.94»!
20 2000 44000 41448/6/3 99.66K1 85,19»!
20 2000 44000 4145316/3 9 9 . 6 / i l 86,43»!
44 8/0 42108 4145/3/81 99.68»; 86,68»!
380 100 41800 414615581 99.69»; 85.93»!
100 3/5 41250 414656831 99 ./0»; 86.1/»!
! 3/500 41250 414698081 9 9 .m ¡ 86.42»!
186 200 40920 414/39001 99 . /2»; 86.6/»!
5 /350 40425 414//9426 9 9 . /3»; 86.91»!
1 38000 39600 414819026 99 ./4»; 8 / . 16»!
5 /000 38500 41485/526 9 9 , /5»; 8 / . 41»!
35 IODO 38500 414896026 99 ./6»; 8 / , 65»!
10 3485 38335 414934361 99 ./ /» ; 8 / . 90»!
5 6/50 3/125 4149/1486 99 . /8»; 88.15»!
32 1000 35200 415006686 9 9 . /9»; 88.40»!
10 3120 34320 416041006 99.80»; 88,64»!
10 3080 33880 4150/4886 99,80»; 88.89»!
6 6000 33000 41510/886 99.81»; 89.14»!
/0 425 32/25 415140611 99,82»; 89.38»!
21 1400 32340 4161/2961 99.83»; 89.63»!
50 5/5 31825 4152045/6 99,84»; 89.88»!
6 4680 30888 415235464 99.84»; 90.12»!
6 4500 29/00 415265164 99.85»; 90,3/»!
10 2680 29480 416294644 99,86»; 90,62»!
4/ 560 ¡ 28952 ¡ 415323596 ¡ 99,86»; 90.86»!
21 : 1200 : 2//20 1 415361316 ¡ 99.8/»¡ 91.11»!
4 : 6130 ¡ 269/2 ¡ 4153/8288 ¡ 99,88»; 91.36»!
16 ! 1500 ¡ 26400 : 415404688 ¡ 99.88»; 91,60»!
109 ¡ 220 1 263/8 ¡ 415431066 ¡ 99,89»! 91.85»!
31 ¡ //0 : 2625/ ¡ 41545/323 ; 99.90»! 92.10»!
34 ¡ /00 : 26180 ¡ 415483503 ¡ 99.90»! 92.35»!
5 1 4/30 ¡ 26016 ¡ 415509518 ¡ 99,91»! 92.59»!
5 ¡ 4500 ¡ 24/50 ¡ 415534268 ¡ 99.91»! 92.84»!
;m l EH fyifSüN KIRHIZI FABEP 
;)3o :hup ef
|Îİ1 'ZIHBA lELI DELIA 24/Ó 10 lUF 
:3)2 : SABON EL 20 PAI fA<
133' İBOAI AAP4.P
1334 ,'PAF.OP F.ONIA ! ' 1/4
! 3 35 I SOSIA
'330 'BISON 100 АНРЕР
133/ İPAPLIN LASIIGI
;ЗЗВ 'HESAP HAFINA.SI SEPÎOI ? HH
1339 İBLLAI ANF'ASIPA
i 340 ,'OAF.su C020CO 3EPLI
:341 'FONDON lEL F.OF.EN
1342 :SABLIN S U !  30 Ll lODISIN
:343 ! Р А Р Ш Е  PENM.I
1344 İHANOHEIPE HOSLOGO
1345 l.AN.AHIAP SIVA OSIÜ lEF.Ll 
|346 lANAHlAR SIVA USIO »OFÜIAÎOR 
134? i o i p s e f; iîa 1 / 2
1348 İBÜL.ASIF. IELI ALIHINiOH 
¡349 IIEBESIP lOISOZ 
¡350 İNOHEPAIOR lELEFON 
1351 'ВОРУ 18 l u : PLASIU.
¡352 ¡HESAP HAFI.N.ASI ŞERİDİ Ó0.U0 
¡353 ¡VANA FORESEL 1"
¡354 ¡SALIEP IPAFAZE 
¡355 ¡OIOHAI FOIOSO lEF.Ll V 
¡358 ¡HIJSLOF .‘RA 1./2
¡35/ ¡p r i z  ijclü grijp v i d a  
¡358 ¡HORIOH ŞEFFAF 
¡359 ¡IE 1'
¡360 ¡PISION VA.y 
¡361 ¡PVC 1 0 0 И 0 0  C.AIA.L 
¡362 ¡DAF5IL С02УСУ 
¡363 ¡FLEHENS HOIOP 
¡364 ¡lOPLÖ IGNE 
¡365 ¡OIOHAI IRAFAZE V 
¡368 ¡HANOHEIRE ADAPIORO 
¡36/ ¡d i r s e k  ID0«45 PVC 
¡388 ¡DOV OON.ANHA 







¡HOP/OH kele p ç e s i  
¡BISON 35 АНРЕР
¡3/4 ¡FLEHENS SIRA КАРЕ
¡3?5 ¡RAkOR konik 3./4
¡3/6 ¡cila HOBILrA. 12 .AOI I Külü
AO
ΐ Ί Ι ίΕ  I
:nc s. L
:ίιι ;«ιπ oûLip 
| j / í  : oubel ş no
|3?B İPi.iOfi EOniE !' !/’
:İBO ;hA5kE cani 
:3Bi ;fiaiop io?o 
,')Β2 !PA«0» fOSE !'
!ÎB' i !VANA SL'flóÜlÜ 50 Î i f  
! İ54  I5IGOPTA 100 AHPEO ^O^PE 
,')05 IPAEEÎ lA S n O i  
1380 : « Ü [ I  CAP 
'.jiJ ; kaP?ANA z i l i  lE lEfON 
,'388 iíA.BlO 2A2.5 Π Ρ  
,'383 ,'HA!(50N '/4 
;30O :PP[Z SAKH / t  t i p i  ijVj 
139! ‘ ►AOl PAPl A Î IC I  
! j i 2  :BAî A ΑΪΑΡ »Olü 
;393 :P U  ΟΡΙΑ 
;394 İPESISIANÎ OCAa 
;395 :s if o n  SuZGEC!
,'398 IAMPUL BUJİ 
!39? ,'αΟΝΙΑΑ v i s  83 AMPER 
;398 ,'ANAMIAR I S I aL I  
1399 IBISON 50 AMPER 
!400 ,'AMPıJL SPOÍ 
,'401 ; f i s  uçlu 
|4ÖZ ,'PÎL VASSI 
1403 İ p i RSEa PVC 14 LUP 
M04 >LEMtNS 3 ΙΜΠ 
;4Ö5 ,'DIRSEa P9C 18 Lif.
' 2
; a n n u a l
'OEHANO
' j  
: UNIÍ











» of l o t â l  
Ov
; 5 4350 23925 415558193 99,92»
; 3 355 8 22143 415580338 99.93»
; 3 8500 21450 415801/88 99,93»
; 28 /20 20592 4158223/8 99,94»
; 8 2300 20240 415842818 99.94»
; 2 9000 19800 415882418 99.95»
; 2 8900 19580 415881998 99.95»
1 j 5445 1/989 415899988 99.95»
; 25 850 1/8/5 415/1/841 99.98»
; 8 2000 1/800 415/35441 99.98»
; 4 4000 1/800 415/53041 99.9/»
; 32 481 1893 1 415/899/3 99.9/»
8 2 300 15180 415/85153 99.9/»
: / 1900 148 30 415/99/83 99.98»
! 9 1200 11880 415811883 99.98»
; 5 2000 IIOOû 415822883 99.98»
; 22 450 10890 415833553 99.99»
/ 1000 //00 415841253 99.99»
1 2 3500 /100 415848953 99,99»
; 4 1838 /198 415858151 99,99»
8 1000 6600 415882/51 99.99»
; 2 2/50 8050 415888801 99.99»
; 5 800 4400 4158/3201 100.00»
; 1 4000 4400 4158//801 100,00»
; 3 1000 3300 415880901 100.00»
; 4 /15 3148 41588404/ 100.00»
; 82 30 2/08 415888/53 100.00»
; 3 /30 2409 415889182 100.00»
: 32 40 1408 4158905/0 100,00»
































!N0 ! S. ıj.
; ' : m Bi O BIP c i f i  lEU fO N  
; i f . iG I Î  H fOIOFOPI ÇÛOlUk n GB/H2 
I i  I M G I I  Î.4 lEkS IR  ^ÛGLI'S Vl GR/«2 
! 4 ;K!T ^U-2BO 
i ¡ k iP I  CE» 2 1(0 
! G İM^vLU FAGII SOLO İG POLO 
! ; 'HüPEf^EP SNOııHAN 
I B |ElE*IPOSIEI(SlL PE' POİ'iPı 
! V ,!'IÎ fO'GGO 
: !0 !AHPGl /5 *
; 11 lO B i 'E i
: !2 iGLOBE C Î ÎF I (AB
! 1) I H l i i  GOSEGİ
: 14 ;iH?uL GO B
! !G .‘AMPUL 100 B
I 1G IABPI'L GO B BABIAP
I I I  ; d e i e p 'A,|( ( I fe
; 1B ‘ IHPUL 40 II FIOPESAB
I 10 lAHPIJL 1i B 51
; 20 ÜOlıEP RlCOh H-100
I 21 |M G I !  B4 FOIOıGPI 500LUF JG GR/B2
: 22 : BALASI 40 B
I 2 i  ,'SERİÎ EP50R Lö'BOO
; 24 ,'SifOfi LAvABO
: 2G :AHPLIL 20 B FlORESAR
; 26 ISIARIER
; 21 'kALEH PELIRAN SIGfiAL REÇELİ 
: 2B :I0RER GESIEIKER 21İ0 2 
29 ;bA5IE« RISC' ROLö 2100 S-/82 
; İO !CA.y 26 «G
31 lARBATOR 2A40
32 'OEIERJAR OIAI 16 AÛI 1 AOLI
33 IfALEH SRÜBBA.N
34 ' M I  AiJ-160
35 'MASÖR Avrupa oar h e r l i î i h
2 ; 8 ‘ Q ' 1 · 11 1




13 ; 14 .
1
AHHijAi ; lEAO ; hglûing  ¡öroering i ORDER i REORDER lo f  ORDERS¡i ORDER
DEHAfıö ; I IBE 1 c o u  : Cost iQ u a n t i t y l 1 Po in t m A. íEAR lQuan t l t y
4800 : IS : 33/5,' 18500 : 39/ : 19/ 12.08 400
1613 ; 15 ; 9 9 0 0 ; 18500 i 133 65 11,84 131
2 3 6 0 ; 15 ,' 5490 1 18500 218 9/ 10.80 19?
2 0 : 15 1 609840 1 18500 1 ı 1 10,48 2
i G û ; 15 64800 ; 18500 : 16 6 9.36 16
1 16 !; 1699 : 18500 ; 54/ 188 8.3/ 546
lOÎ'O 1 15 : ' 6660 1 18500 132 43 1,94 88
4 l, ■ 15 142830 ! 18500 ' 6 ) /.61 4
4 : 1 5 : 1441440 ' 18500 ,' 1 0 /.21 0
5/06 1 1 5 : W / : 18500 ,' 805 234 /.09 4?6
2500 ‘ ı 5 ; 2205 ; 18500 ; 355 103 /.06 208
151 ' 15 ! 36100 , 18500 1 22 6 /.05 13
3 6 5 ; 1 5 : I5 i00 ! 18500 61 15 /,00 51
6660 1 1 5 : 9 / / ; 18600 ': /35 228 6,99 463
523/ : 16 ! 9// ; 18600 : î /2 215 6./9 456
İG89 : 15 ! 1 369 18500 1 54/ 152 6./4 30?
.'444 : 1 5 : 1962 : 18500 ; 3/2 l'OO 6,5? 292
İ//9  : 1 5 : 2 6 02 : 18500 ‘ 281 /3 6.33 148
166 1 1 5 : 26910 : 18500 1 26 / 6,32 14
4 3 ; 1 5 : 99000 ! 18500 / 2 6.19 4
300 1 15 ' 14085 ; 18500 ' 49 12 6.1? 25
526 ! 1 5 : / 5 6 0 ; 18500 : 88 22 5.99 44
11 0 ; 1 5 : 35/26 ; 18600 1 18
tV 5,95 9
u : 1 5 ; 49500 ¡ 18500 : 13 3 5.86 8
I 4 I B ; 15 ,' 2502 : 18500; 256 61 6.?? 123
3495 ; 1 5 : 1013 : 18500 : 619 144 5.65 291
2660 ! 1 5 ; 1305 ‘ 18500 ; 466 105 6,48 213
8 0 ; 1 5 : 40500 : 18500 ; 15 3 5.40 ?
14 1 1 5 : 225900 ; 18500 : 3 1 5,34 1
2 5 : 1 5 : 126000 : 18500 : 5 1 5.33 3
n : 16 ' 43660 : 18500 1 13 3 6,28 6
1213 1 15 1 2520 ; 18500 1 231 50 6,25 145
18/5 1 1 5 : 1628 : 18500 1 358 // 6,24 156
5 ; 15 1 609840 ; 18500 : 1 0 5,24 0
430 1 15 I / 0 0 2 ; 18600 1 83 18 5 . 2 1 : 36
Class s
36 ;SER I I  18? C 3/5 15 6/90 18500 ?8 15 4,?9 31
3? 'RABLO 3,41.5 I IR 1690 15 1395 18500 36? 69 4.61 141
38 :NUR£RREP r is o  SIÇAR 2/00 S-5/9 24 15 9/110 18500 5 1 4,58 2
39 !M.ASOR .AV.RüPA GERİŞ HERLII2R 310 16 ?002 18500 ?0 13 4.42 26
40 İ R I L I I  DIS A.API 291 15 ?200 18500 6? 12 4.34 42
41 IDEIERJ.AN PfilL 16 .ADI /64 15 2?28 18500 1/6 31 4.33 91
42 IREZE.RvOAR IC lARlB 26 15 /6500 18500 6 1 4.23 3
43 ;i<.AlEH FOSFORLU ADEL RENHI 1100 15 1?55 18500 264 45 4,1? 92
44 I.ASEIAI A4 FOtER 30 15 63900 18500 ? 1 4.16 3
45 IRLOIEI 4A.PAGI 49 15 38/00 18500 12 2 4.13 5
42
ε<7
: i- i ( Ι Ί 1 f f i 0 0 5 9 1 : 9 9 ( 1 , i l , OOr PP i ' i K ' d  C l Î H r i S  »r
’ l í U'c i 0 г : 0 0 5 9 1 ! O' j ' J r í i y i ! Ol  ; fl с с ·4Η^|·' ιΐ! f-
: 1 ! И': 1 0 1 r : 0 0 5 9 1 i 5 0 5 5 9 yİ L'i 1 ! Ci l : *  İD
i ' ) i i i ' i 1 it : 199 1 OO’í í i i 5 9 5 i i 'И OOr f f  1 7 ;  і Ч : ^ 0 ' і 5 Ь ·  ÛD
■ (' : 1 9 7 ! 1 1 5 : 0 0 5 9 1 ; i j i ' J i Ç ·;ι i i i  : İ 7 p  Dp
: ; < 9 ' { : 1
1 . .: 'Л I O ü Ş f i ■ ü O^ í r · 1 7 Í i d i j H C ' i ; « ’ i i
: (' i : 9 9 7 ; r i i 0 0 ^ ? l ! O í ' f f i yi l i ' î *  ь і і н О н  : P
1 ' Î / ; 9 9 7 ' 19 ' / 1 ? ! 0 0 9 9 1 rf t> : ; і 1 ' "1  ^ I 1^ y i  ΐι ήίΐΊ ■ İ r
: 1- ; ! 9 ' ‘ : 1 1 L'i ! O O i f : 0 0 ' И ‘ ' ; i ' t· i" ' i i  ' P d i C  , İ P
; 1 i 1 ij : 9 . j O ' í f i • υ ΐ ' : Γ ! ΐ ' y i • i l 1 PdC " ' d SOi Od ;  r P
; [ : 7 7 · , 1 : 91 9 0 0 5 9 1 ! : ÿi i y î ‘ I d O İ P
¡ 5 : H 7 ' ; ! M 0 0 ' 9 9 l : j o í : í i i i ^ i - ' I C d d H  i v H ' J i O ,  ( P
' i l : 9 Γ 9 ! '? r r i 0 0 5 9 1 ' C y Ç ¿ yi 0 ’ 1  ^ C:  l i i  İV6'  i p
! i 1 c ö ’ Ç : i ·; i 5 0 5 9 1  ^ i f i 7 i l i y i Г7 i l i i i î ·  OP
: / І Г : 9 0 ' i ¡ İÖ( : o c j j 1 0 0 5 9 1 ' j '* • i l OCOi l î S ' i j ı p j  r . i S ö ö '  Oi
: 0 '? i i P ö ' Ç 1 5? ! І ГГ 5 0 5 9 1 i ■ î i i ' H ' i d f i ı i i  a
ΐ : 5 0 7 ! (i i ib 0 0 5 9 1 ! f i j Cf i i 1  ^Í  l ■iC^S dll'»·'  İL
: f : ö l ' 9 1 ' : 91 0 0 5 9 1 1 i l ! l i I j ü î i î  İ 7 İ S C / < d d İ İ  i :
1 ' : 0 1 7 : 1 1 1 , IJiJVVl ' COCPr i l i 6( ИГ.І J d J İ  Ϊ  ^ 9 ' J I ‘J .  Ίί
! ( i í i ' f ! 1 i V 0 0 5 9 1 : ü c o i r ! yi ■ >( ! Г » М 5  i ' i OHí i  r. '
1 L'Ç ; 9 1 7 ; 59 ■ 0 0 5 9 1 i í O f i i l 1 r û i ■ι ρ ν 90Ι |  i 9 l S r ' N v  а г і н т О р , '  9 i
! ¿ i i ϋ ’ ζ : 9 ; '] j , L' L' í f l ! c o r ! i l • i 0 (  1 '  9 5 9 / í í  59 i Ví í Ov}, '  It
; ; c : 1 1 7 : 9 ' ( / i 0 0 5 9 1 ! ’í C f r yi l(: І З І 5  0 7 j 9  ІОГіІ , '  i i
1 l ' O í ’ 9 ; 1 : 0 0 5 9 1 ! .■ i i r i j i o i ' i l r i ' ï  5 í i '  Oi
! / І ! O í ' 9 1 Û : n i 0 0 5 9 1 ■ r i i P ' ü ' ' j h  i d c  Í L ' f i  1Ö7 el  ^ Í Í P H j HO h n d d l d ü .  Dy
; 0 i ( ; ’ 9 : 0 i 1 0 0 5 9 1 yi 1 r S  Ö ä  ' f u s ? « ·  py
и ; 99 9 i i ! ( 0 : 0 0 5 9 1 i í ' í f y i i • / ' i * d d d i i r  У! i r l i O i j i  /У
1 5 / : 9 9 ' 9 ; 07 ' f ^ l 1 5 0 5 9 1 1 C í S i ■ i i ' P c i  i İ Ü7 te И]- '  ZOi  N - ' d d ü O ;  yy
í i: ; f í ' f ; f i 1 ÍL' l i 0 0 5 9 1 i i i r u ! '  i M r d d O l  C ' i ı ı  Z l d d í  УУ
1 ¿ i r I 1 9 ' 9 ! Ш ; i i o i 1 0 0 5 9 1 it' i i c o c í  i i M l j ' ]  : ·<ΡΟΟι ГУ
' í ' : 9 ' 7 • (■ i ? í i , iJ' J' ík' l : o r f ( i i ' r i i Ѵч Н г і ^  j  j J 1 j  « , f i
; ? i h ' 7 : i i· : : mn i i ; i Ó 1 İ 7 N H 7 İ İ  Ш і  i N v ô :  ' y
: f i i ? r ' 9 1 0 ; o f  ;1 O ü ï f i ú r f i ' l i i 1 f i l ' ' ipÎ-d' jP Sí ' ú-  l y
1 ( 1 p 9 7 ! i ; í Jü ' í l / l i j OCPr yi ■ / 1 l ü d n d i r y  î d i i  d i i : j :  ûy
: 95 1 5 Γ 9 1 U i ¿ ? i  1 í ' L' 5PI i úir( i l i f r i i d i c ^ n z  d r C ' d d Z d d i  i :  \
1 i ' ) i 1 0 Γ 9 ; ? ? i i / 5  i O O í í í i ; ¡ y i i i O O i î  . Т Л ' ' 7 ' <  і И л ѵ  у ' і ' С С і  P y
1 9 ? ; o r ' 9 : и \ m : 0 0 5 ? i : c i f f i l ! fl i  i ! l i e  7 i d C  ] > d  j j i d î l i i d r ^  î
: 5 p i 9 5 7 i ¿ i : í l · O O i c i Й 0 í i yi ' p . p i CO:  i i  i
i г i ' 5 7 ; i 1 Oí i υ υ : ! Ί i l Cf [ 4  w  y y :
i d i i 5 5 7 '] ! -jf ! 0 0 5 9 1 i C í H i i i ■ İ Ü j  УІ1 l î d d i  "У
t : 1 5 7 i (’ i 0 i O C í f  i ; M : » ‘ i i (' ‘ Г d O i n i ' / О л  f i  .
i 9 : І Г 9  ;
1 .♦1¡ r 1 . ,  I OO' í f i ■ C i í í i i l COI ' Г  h d î  i ï d i S ·  c i  I
: 0 ' 1 9 7  1 0 I i i j f ' Ci  ; y i t ( f i i f i ^ i  d d i S r ^ ·  i ;  ;
; m ; 1 9 7  : 01 i ¿ f t  ; 0 0 5 9 ! ’ c é ü i l ( l i i i  : ■ l O d C î i i n  y 7 л  7 ' Н 7 л  O í  i
; 591 ! 0 0 7  ' Г5 1 c o r  ; 0 0 5 9 1 i 0 ? ú i i i , ή 0 Ç ¡ 1 h d  Оу -IIIJIM ^ Í M ' 7 \ '  l i d y i d  d J J '  Df  .
1 C 1 Г5 ■ r 1 ·' 'í i i i ' i( ! ' І У Л ' . ’І :  9 r  ,
i r l : 5 0 7 V : - f  : o f ' Ç i i  :, 1 i l , i '  1 ¡ ? З з З І  ' O i S mH:  i r  :
 ^ vPi ' : 1 1 7 0^1 ; І П І  : c o ç p ı  : гк5ı. » ; i l c f ç r . '10.!5 1 3 1 i J l j  9 0 1 9 ? 4 . '  7
j / i n ü ç n r ı ’ i j yj l l  ? IJl ; , 7 < i i i i j ç n ? j : i s o j  : n û O  , 3 H I Í : ο Ν ϊ Η 3 ο ; · ·  - j  · ;  09, '
9 3 Ö9 0 7 9 5 0 5 C  10<1 з з о н о з а i j j öi l O i 01119 3 0 9 0  : D f i l ö K ' ^  ; OrV ! ' i r ' i i j i ı ' t ;
f i
1 ' 













I fiEORDER l l lo f  ORDERSI 
I Po in t ¡ in A yEAR|Quantity2|
34 MNAHIAR AllíASIRl lOHIIAIOR 
;eúRU ODS PEROES!
% IHUSLUÍ CAHASIR 
0/ iBiJLASly eldiveni 
38 :priz anm.ííra ioprakli 
93 ;iOZ BEZÍ
leORiJ 14 LIJA PLASIIA 
İA.IÎ f.iJ-120 
;iONER 50
IDOSVA IHZA AARIONU AVPOPA 
İAA.BLÖ 4«:2,5 ANTIGRON 
;iONER PICON 3000 
,'(ORDON ÍELEfON SPİRAL 
:AHPUL 40 í
¡RAAOR DUZ РАОУАЮР 1/2 
IIONER PICON 4430 
IHUSLÜA nikel 1/2 
llSiriCI KABLOSU US В
¡sigorta oiora.tik
:KALEN ÎUKENHEZ UNIA 2001
:ZIHSA HAKÍNASI DELTA 24/6 OTOHATIK
;KABLO 2,5 LI NVf
¡SILGI GR 143
¡.AHPIJl PROJEKTÖR
¡HUREKKEP TEKSİR PELIK.A.N SITAN
¡(ER BEZI BUyiJK
¡ZARF SARI 24 A 32
¡REZERVU.AR KLOZET
¡sigorta 100 .AHPER BICAkLI
¡TAS ALAFRANGA
¡СОР poşeti N.AVLON SijyıJK 50 PKT 
¡TERHOSTAT .АУАТ R.AG 4 
¡K.ABLO 3«:i,5 ANTIGROH 
¡PIL воуук çelik 
¡OUy ASHA
¡KALEN KURSUN HB SIE.ADIER
¡DUS TASI 
¡TRAFO ATESLENE





¡ZARF SARI 21 .A 28 
138 ¡Oijy C T IP I  TAVAN 
¡139 ¡HUN 20 LIK KUTU 



































































































































































































































2 . ТО 
2 . 66  
2 . 6 6  

























































































! ' : i : 10
1
¡ I I  1 
1 1
12 1 13 ¡ 
1 1
14
1 1 ,AN!iij iL 1 LBI'J ' нЛ1ПГфЗ ioPDEPING ; OPOEP i REOPOEI! l l lo f  OROEÍÍS’ OPOER
!N0 ! S. Ü, iOENANO : I IHE : Cosí : cosL ü ' j a n t u / i ; Po UjL 1 lí i A. íEAI i ;Oga í i lUy2
; í 42 :íf i< iíu  MJtuf ' 500 ; 1/ ; /20 ; 13500 ! J 0 4 : 26 1 . 9 / : /2 ;
' u í  ■'¡ЕРИ P f '. íd í i '  f i 4 U : i f i  Gr 1 4 0  ! 15 j BÍO 1 13500 66 ! 5 : 1.96 : 9 1
ll-í*! 1.5 L í \iV. 2 <t ? 4 15 ; 1/1 ! 13500 12/0 i 102 1 1.96 ' 20/ 1
; ! 4 í  : F i i  r o p s í K i : 4П : 1 5 ; 300 ! 13500 : 2 4 1 : 19 ; 1.95 ! 99 i
! I4 (  ;iG!([P PlCO-i ? ’ 5 ! 42500 1 13500 : 4 : 0 : 1 . 8 9 : 1 :
: i 4 /  ; m b l o  b a i . b п р 54] ¡ 15 ! Ó12 ; 13500 : / 4 2 : 26 ; 1.88 ; 5 4 ;
M4B ;M G Í Í  Mj TiJSÜ MEIEaSAIí ’ 250 : 15 ' 14í5 ! 13500 : 1 9 / : 10 1 1.83 : 2 1 ;
: i49  'SELÍFOfi ViG \] [ 1 5 ; jOóOO : 13500 ; / ! 0 ! 1.82 : 1 '
|I5Ö ,‘ M B lO ? M , :  ÁfilíGí^Ofi : 5 0 í ; 15 ' ó 0 i ! 13500 ¡ 25 : 1.82 1 61 i
| !5 I  :$Ü S i . i l l : 1 0 . 15 ! icOOO ; 13500 i 6 ; 0 : 1.80 : 1 :
; i52  lAffA.HlAR ANÎIGGF ; 114 : 16 ! Í150 : 18500 ! 69 : 5 1 1.80 1 1 0 :
:15) :00SfA ÍH'A fASí ONi.í ,EPl ! ‘ 40 ; ' 5 : M ;o ; 13500 ; 2 2 ; 2 1 I . / 9  1 ( 1
|154 , ' tLtf í í^OÍ )Ó 15 ; 22140 : 13500 ' í  ! 1 ! 1./9 1 2 :
¡155 ¡45^4 .^í l ! I  fOPFijSÜ i -00 ,■ 15 ! 1/55 i; 13500 ¡ 112 i 8 ; 1 . / 8 ! 2 9 ;
l !5ó ,'uEHEAE EífiA ; 54: : 16 : 630 I‘ 13500 : 910 1 22 1 1./6 : 45 1
,'!5i ÜHHAGÍFA f.'jBUi 4»4 ]ó ' 1 6 ; M5Û : 13500 : 91 1 i  1 1./5 I 4 :
¡15í! ¡BlSÍ'fi i5 AHFtF 500 , 1 6 : 6 / 5 ; 13600 : 2 8 / : 21 1 1./4 ; 42 ;
,'!5') 'C í v í  (AIAL 6 5 4 ; ' 6 ; 495 ; 13500 ; 933 ; 2 / ; i . / i  ; 55 1
: ióo  : banf ¡ zole A í Z ; 1 6 : 1:1 1 1860Ö : 255 ; 1 8 ; 1.69 1 3 6 :
l lG l  ! ÍE  l/Z I I I : 1 5 : 2/90 ; 13500: 66 1 6 1 1 . 6 / ; 12 !
' 1G2 is iFDIi SE 50 / ; 1 6 : 44100 1 13500 ' i 1 0 1 . 6 / : 1 1
' ! 5 i  'Sy BAfiDAGI 425 ; 1 5 ; /20 ! 13500 ; 256 1 8 : 1 . 66 : 51
|164 :ВУА1 ANJIGBOB ! 5 4 : 1 5 : 19/3 18500 : 93 1 6 1 . 6 5 ; 1 3 :
; i55  iPf i lZ TELEFON 161 ; 1 5 : 16/9 1 13500; 109 : J 1 1.65 I 1 5 :
: i tO  IPEOETE SOLO BETíZ 60 AOI 160 : 16 ! 1605 ; 13500 : 112 ; / : 1.61 22 '
; i 6 l  IvANi ! ' Z O : 1 5 : 14220 ; 18500 : 1 2 ; 1 ; 1 . 60 : 2 !
!16B ,'ZAFF 9EF:GI lAOE T o o o ; 1 6 : 41 ' 18600 1 4380 ; 288 ' 1 . 6 0 ; 583 i
: i69  Í f I L IT  ASNA 6 0 : 16 1 4590 : 13500 : 9 8 : ) ' - 1 1.58 1 9 :
;W 0  .'ÍEFHOSIAI ALT I I H I I 3 1 : 1 6 ; B B 2 0 ; 18500 : 2 0 : 1 ' 1 . 5 / : 3 :
¡ I T!  ‘ VANA Г  !/4 Ч ' 1 6 : 30160 1 13500 : ó 1 0 : 1 . 56 : 1 1
\\U IC IV I  BETON 1000 ; 15 : 2 / 0 ; 13600 I 641 1 41 ! 1.56 1 143 !
; ! / j  F ÍL IT  POSTA FlJTOSO 56 ' i6 I 46 35 ; 13500 1 3 / : > 1 1 . 5 6 : 8 1
|!T4 :BIS0N 6 A.HPER 416 1 1 6 : 6 3 0 ; 18500 ; 2 / 1 : 1/ i 1.64 1 95 !
¡!?5 I CETVEL NATAS 30 CH 50 CH 100 I ' 5 : 2610 ; 13500 : 6 5 ; 4 : 1 . 53 : 3 1
|IT6 IKABLO 0.T5 IZ06 1 16 1 193 1 13500 : 853 i 53 ! 1.52 : 1 08 ;
; i TT ; blofnot netefsan  ц 150: 16 1 / 1 0 ; 13500 : 9 9 ; 6 1 1.52 1 1 3 :
; i T í  ,'FAp[ FOLO A.rNlSI 114 ; 1 5 : 2250 ; 18500 : / 6 : 5 : 1.52 1 1 6 :
: i T9 ICANSIL ZO AOT 160 1 1 6 : 1413 ; 13500 : 119 1 / ; 1.52 ; 2 2 ;
ÜOO I fALEH FURSON 0.5 AOEL /00 ' 16 ! 3 6 0 ; 13500 1 4 6 5 : 2 9 : 1 . 6 1 : 58 I
; h i  ; sofet t a u n -М2: 1 6 : 1030 : 13500 : 164 : 1 0 : 1 . 50 ; 19 ;
: !82 l íANA 1' i,/:> 5 : 1 5 : 41400 : 13500 ¡
i 1f , 0 : 1 . 50 : 1 :
; iB1 ISÍGOPTA ZO AHPEfi B ICAfL l 5 0 : 1 5 : 4950 : 18500 : 9 9 : 2 ! 1 . 49 : 4 :
!1B4 ,'TE 3/4 5y ¡ ’ 5 : 4050 ; 13500 ; 4 0 : 2 i 1 . 4 / ; 6 ;
MB5 ,'NIPEL !/Z Jó5 ■ 15 ,■ 900 1 13500 ' 1 3 1 ; 1 1 : 1 . 4 / : 2 8 ;
; i í 6  :»Av4LfE SEFFiF GECNELI ! 120 ! 15 ; 1930 18600 ! 82 ! 5 : 1.46 ! 1 0 :
; iB I  IBISON !0 ANPEN | : 1 6 : 6 3 0 : 13500 : 253 ; 1 5 : 1.46 1 3 1 :
|1M ;ni|LO 4A4 ANTTGPON ! 255 ! 1 5 ; 9 1 3 ; 18600 ! 1 / 6 : 10 ¡ 1 . 4 5 : 21 !
; iB9 ;ziHPAPA 22 ' 1 5 : 10350 ! 13500 ; 1 5 : 1 : 1 . 4 3 : 3 ;
í\5
10 OEHANi) i iHE
11 n 13 14
holding  IOFl'ERING ! ORDER | REORDER ¡Hof ORDERS! ORDER ! 
losl : Losi IQ i j a n t u y l !  Po in t  ! in A /EAR IQuanmy?!
:i 'iO ,>ERIi u ^ i l L O  ]l·i 
1] liA P IS ilR lL l PEl IGOH ? NO 
' 1^? ! M Z 1  lERMOMEIRESI 
! 1 ! MiRii[4HA B i n
' |'^ 4 SIGOR14 APLL·
[\ii  ;PRH ANM.SiRA kAPAm I lOPR^^i!
;ROLE '4H.1 
119/ l v (  100*^3']0
I l IHENIO ibM
! l^ 9  ,'CAHA?IR SijHj 13 Au! 1 ^0Li 
:200 iFAr.AfiS
!301 !SIG0i^^4 13:· ¿HRER B I l A K I  
!302 IS ILG I rALEH KRCALi MJl'J 
!30 j l A G H  rARBON PELІ^AN SiyAH 
|·3'J4 :?iG0RI.A ifiO AHPER B I- iAK l  
'30: |')iG“ RM I'D AHl^Ek B I l Ah !
,.'0o iZARP Sa r i  j3  ^ 43 
!30' IBISON o3 AMPfP 
;20B :HARAS 
130^ ;AHBalA.J RANIi 
!310 'MBLO 3*3.5 ANHORON 
I ' l l  l / 'C  S(i>:,0 l A.i a l  
1213 ,'BiSOfi 15 AM^hp 
!313 ,'(1^1 N10 NOhi"''*L 
' 2 U  V.Afj.4 m Ik FSEL ,vM 
1315 , E L D! V E N
1315 ! I* i l l  I  nC RAP 151 *0l U
!31/ 'A|;AHUp LIT
! 3i ?  ISIGORlA 63 AHt'ER BICAk I
!319 I'JZA.IHA
!330 ISElOBAN! 13*66
;?.M ;s i l g i  l i .HU
,'DU5Eli n m HAM.i!
[lli !0ijy fiflOG'
1224 :BI$0.H 25 4HPEfl «i.P.iGI 
'225 :HiPEL 2 
;225 'SH HA S IW  bi.SL.4Si 
[hi .‘ b.ABlG 4*2.5 lE P A l f l  
,'22B i. lIAC NO 1, 2. 3, 4 
[hJ hh  lElEFOK 
;23P ;*APi h 'PGuoo 
; 23! l I G I i l i l  ElEHAN 
;232 : BISON 20 anper 
: 2 3 3 lANPiJl S IN I I  FIOPESAN 
'234 l iAB lO  3*2.5 I I P  
;235 ISI60.BI.A 53 .ANPER fOFRE 
:235 ■'ARHiiOfi 20 N 
































6^  i 
6 ! 
3 4 0 ;  
26 ! 













































d i o : 
14B50 ! 
65 3 ; 
' c 5 : 
















4 ' W fl ■
6 j 0 







s c s ;
42IS ,









































































































































1 , 3 4 : 
1 . 3 3 :
1 . 3 3 ;  




1 .30 ' 


























































1 0 ;  
1: 
2 0 : 
2 1 





'KO S. L Ü.
;2iö :m  ı^ OLü lE M i 
|23*! ,'^ .,48l0 4U fERALÎi 
;240 !¿lCÍ
[H\ ' М ы  0El í¿
i .M2 I lAvAííO
i.M i '5ÎG0ÎÎÎA 40 AMPEfi BIC-.h I
|2M lü^fSU E Il í í 'í 20 cc
:.Mó :(Ίι m u H
,'2ΐί· ;Л.Н!!А. HA'ihASí ΠΟΝΑ !0
[Hl :aONÎ.AN vis 25 ANPER
;2A? :*AlEH усу о.5 ьв .apel paber
;2Aİ :ERNE! 24 AOf 
1250 ÛIGC'R'A 25 AHPER f.OFRt 
!25! ISİGORİ.A ВО ANPER BECAME 
:252 ;/iNA fiJRESEL !/2 
;253 :r02 MASM
1254 ;EE 2'
1255 :RAaöR f.OSE 1/2 
12:5 ;p/( ?0»2000






12c3 'BiOaNOÍ NEEEaSAN A5
'2Ó4 IMRüPA :/2
1255 ;IRA'lS[5fOR 2I l ICEN
■255 iRoSiU* FOSE RAOfAÍOR !/2





12/2 IDOÍ PILOT LAHBA
12/3 IZIHßA lElI EIONA !0 LUA
12/4 iFiLlI AARSILIG!
12/5 lAALEH УСУ 0.5 Νβ !МЗТУ)
12/6 121ı
12// ISILGI PEIIAAN AS jO
12/0 İTE 1“ 1/4
12/5 iRA.A.OR ОУ/ RAOFAEÖR 3/4
1200 lACAO îy îAA l
'281 'REZERVOAR CEAHE ЮІУ
1282 leiSDN 53 AHFER aAPAGI
1283 lOOi ВАНСЕ APLl«
;204 1/AG VII.RA 150
1285 1PRÍZ SIVA OSlO ÎOPRAMI
; ; 0 1 0 : 10 : I l  1
1 1




ANNUAL 1 l EAO 1 .h o lü i .ng lOSOEPifiû
1 1 
1 OfiOER 1 REÙROE lo f  orders ; ORDER
DEHt.NO 1 TIRE 1 to s t : îGst I Q u a M i l y l l Po in t m A í tA R jO u a n t i i y
2Í 1 1Ó 4050 : 18500 ; 25 : 1.13 1 4
jOö ; !0 1 450 ; 18500 1 25/ : 1 1.12 1 25
jó '■ IÓ 53(0 ' 18500 ' 23 1 1.12 1 4
у. ; !0 M05 ! 15Ó00 ; 40 ; 1.12 ; 4
ó ; 1! 23220 ; 18500 5 ' 1.12 1
- ί I 1Í 1 4050 ; 18500 : 25 ' 1,10 ; 2
210 1 ; 530 ; 18500 ; 182 ! Q 1,09 : 18
!')ό ! 15 ; 1242 ;: 18500 :: )/ : 4 1.08 1 9
ІО 1 I f  1 . 4 jM : 18500 : 28 : 1.09 : 3
lö i  ; !5 1 12 !5 1 18500 : 88 ; 4 1.08 9
10 1 !5 1 12050 1 18500 : il ' • 1 C 1.08 1
іО і  : 15 : 510 1 18500 ; 184 : 8 1.08 25
j  ■ ! И ; 4050 [ 18500 : 24 ; 1 1,08 2
а ; 15 1 4050 ; 18500 : 24 ! 1 1.08 2
0 1 15 ! 15/50 : 18500 ¡ 8 i 0 1.0/ 1
20 1 15 ; 5300 1 18500 : 18 1 1 1.0/ 2
8 1 15 ! • 15300 . 1B500 1 8 : 0 1,05 1
101 15 1 12150 1 18500 ! 10 : 0 1.05 1
18 1 lo 1 6/32 1 18500 1 1/ : 1 1.04 2
Il 1 15 : 10440 1 18500 : I l  ; 0 1,02 1
)5 1 l'i ' ' 1 1)03 1 18500 ; 85 : 4 1,02 8
ó [ 15 1 22500 ' 18500 1 0 I .O I !
5 : 15 : 12150 1 18500 1 8 i 0 0.99 1
ΙΟΙ 1 15 1 1080 1 18500 : 102 ; 4 0.89 11
i :  ' 1 15 1 4050 1 18500 ; 22 : 1 0.89 2
150 : 15 1 /20 1 18500 ; 152 : 5 0.99 13
80 1 15 1 1 350 ' 18500 i 81 1 3 0,99 9
25 1 15 1 3500 1 18500 ; 30 : 1 0,98 2
‘ 0 1 15 1 2555 1 18500 ; 41 ; 2 0.98 4
3 1 15 1 ;4200 1 18500 : 3 : 0 0.96 0
40 1 15 : 2520 1 18500 ; 42 : 2 0.95 4
2/ 1 15 1 3500 1 18500 1 28 : 1 0.94 l
U 1 15 1 1310 1 18500 : /8 ! 3 0.92 8
53 1 15 1 1440 1 18500 : ' 0 1 3 0,90 ?
50 1 15 1 1800 1 18500 : 55 : 2 0,90 4
100 1 15 1 000 1 18500 ; 111 1 4 0.90 i 8
82 1 15 1 1080 1 18500 ; 82 1 3 0.89 1 12
20 1 15 1 4i20 1 I850Û : 23 : 1 0,88 ; 2
45 1 15 1 1013 1 18500 : я  : 2 0,88 ! 4
j 50 1 15 1 243 1 18500 ; 400 : 14 0.88 : 29 ;
101 15 1 8438 1 18500 1 11 ! 0 0.8/ 1 1 ;
15 1 15 1 5220 1 18500 ; 18 ; 1 0,8/ ; 2 ;
8 : 15 1 10350 : 18500 ; 8 1 0 0.86 ¡ 1 ;
301 15 1 2/00 : 18500 : 35 ; 1 0.85 1 3 ;
1101 15 1 /20 1 18500 ! 130 ; 5 0.84 ; 9 :
25 1 15 1 3150 : 18500 1 30 ; 1 ! 0.84 ¡ 2 ;
2 1 15 1 38/00 : 18500 : 2 1 0 1 0.84 1 0 !
















SAL [Eli PAW 3*15 
DOBEL 8 NO 
^ iPL IN  BOSLOOü 
OlOHAl 32 NAIl V 
s i l g i  8ALEH PIRC4LI 12 L l*  
WPNA 3ANGIN İHBAR 
MJIU 10 t I F I  lElEFON 




















! 1 9 1 10 11 12 13 14
‘D : HOLDING 'ORDERING ORDER REORDER »of ORDERS ORDER
IP ; Cose ; Lost Quaf i t i t /1 Po in t in A rEAR Quant i ty :
15 5310 18500 1/ 1 0,82 1
15 9 18500 99?0 331 0.81 672
15 1200 18500 12 0 0,81 !
15 5930 18500 13 0 0,19 1
15 990 18500 89 3 0.?9 6
15 13Î34 18500 5 0 0,?9 0
15 8442 18500 10 0 0./8 1
15 522 18600 154 5 0.11 11
15 3825 18500 22 1 0.11 1
15 1350 18500 52 2 0,75 5
15 ?29 18500 115 4 0,76 7
15 1553 18500 53 2 0,75 3
48
FUiUKfi 1










w K H-..· LI·
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